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A simple universal machine of type two
and a formal proof of its correctness
Florian Steinberg
As a realistic theory of computing, computable analysis is based on a Turing
machine model of computation. The most popular formulation of this machine
model are Weihrauch’s TTE machines [Wei00]. Another computationally equivalent formulation which is preferred for complexity theory of operators is that of
oracle Turing machines whose oracle is an element of Baire space [KC12]. This
talk takes the second perspective and considers a machine at type level two to
have access to functional input by means of queries for its values on a speciﬁed
input.
Mathematically such machines can be modeled by oracle Turing machines
and are the standard for introducing computability on Baire space: For functional input ϕ ∈ NN and discrete input n ∈ N an oracle Turing machine M
either produces a return value M ϕ (n) or diverges. A machine M is said to
be deﬁned on oracle ϕ if it converges for all inputs n ∈ N and is assigned the
partial operator FM : ⊆ NN → NN whose domain are the functions the machine
converges on and whose value FM (ϕ) on such a ϕ is given by n → M ϕ (n). An
operator on Baire space is computable if it is a restriction of some FM .
Due to the ﬁnitistic nature of the model of computation, any computable
operator is continuous with respect to the natural topology on Baire space.
Moreover, it is a well known fact that any continuous operator on Baire space
is computable relative to an additional oracle. This basic fact is the basis for
the function space construction used in computable analysis. Furthermore, it
can be understood as stating the existence of a universal type-two machine.
Using some standard pairing function ·, · on Baire space this statement reads
as follows: there is an oracle machine U such that for any continuous operator
F : ⊆ NN → NN there exists a ψF ∈ NN such that U ψF ,· computes F , i.e. for
any ϕ from the domain of F and all n ∈ N it holds that
U ψF ,ϕ (n) = F (ϕ)(n).
For a ﬁxed machine U , a functional ψF as above is called an associate of the
operator F . Sometimes it is called a Kleene associate, as the basic ideas behind
the above go back to Kleene and Kreisel [Kle59, Kre59]. There are several
ways to concretely construct universal machines. On one hand, one may rely
on a universal Turing machine in type-one, i.e. use a relativized version of the
universal machine from traditional computability theory. This allows to shift all
computable parts of the execution of an operator away from the associate and
towards the universal machine and is the construction most commonly used in
computable analysis. On the other hand, one may keep most of the execution
of an operator locked inside of the associate. This leads to a very simple form
of the machine U .
1

The talk gives an explicit description of such a simple universal machine and
discusses some of its advantages over more complicated ones as well as some of
its drawbacks: The simplicity of the algorithm driving the machine allows a
direct formulation in Coq and a fairly simple formal proof of the universality
property. On the other hand, the simplicity of the universal machine leads to
a loss in performance: The talk gives an argument, but not a proof, that one
has to expect a quadratic overhead of executing a name of an operator in the
universal machine over executing the operator itself. This universal machine
is closely tied to ideas from higher-order complexity theory. The talk brieﬂy
discusses two such connections [BK02, Fér17].
Finally, the talk discusses an application: The universal machine was used
to extend a basic library for computable analysis in Coq by a function space
construction. The algorithm of the simple machine is directly executable inside
of Coq. As a consequence, functions that have been constructed can be executed
with minimal overhead. For the purpose of use for this library it was convenient
to use a slightly generalized version of the universal machine. This illustrates
one of the merits of proving the existence of a universal machine and similar
statements formally, as the generalization came up naturally during this process.
It turns out that the proof of universality does not only work for the natural
numbers but can easily be lifted to more general input and output types. The
assumptions needed about the types are that the input types are countable and
the output types are inhabited.
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Veriﬁed exact real limit computation
Michal Konečný
Aston University, Birmingham, United Kingdom
m.konecny@aston.ac.uk

Consider a program for computing
1

√

x for a real number x > 1 using Newton iteration:

sqrt_Newton x = lim (λε. s q r t _ N e w t o n _ i t e r ε x x )

2
3
4
5
6

s q r t _ N e w t o n _ i t e r ε x yn
| abs ( y n - x / y n ) <= ε
| otherwise

√
= y n -- yn close to x/yn , ie yn close to x
= let y n+1 = ( y n + x / y n )/2 -- Newton step
in s q r t _ N e w t o n _ i t e r ε x y n+1 -- recursive call

where yn and yn+1 are real numbers and ε is always a positive rational number. Our goal is to
give programs such as sqrt_Newton an executable
semantics and formally verify their semantics,
√
eg that sqrt_Newton computes the exact x for any 1 < x. Of particular interest is how to
express and verify program termination in the presence of recursion and lim.
√
Function sqrt_Newton “computes” the exact x on RealRAM but this model cannot be
faithfully implemented. With an approximate arithmetic such as ﬂoating-point arithmetic,
sqrt_Newton_iter will typically not terminate for very small ε and veriﬁcation is very diﬃcult.
We will use exact real arithmetic [1, 2] to execute such programs exactly. In this example
we stumble on the fact the comparison on line 4 is not computable due to a discontinuity
at |yn − x/yn | = ε. A standard solution for this problem is to replace abs(yn - x/yn ) <= ε
with non-deterministic approximate comparison yn =ε= x/yn which returns true if the diﬀerence
between the numbers is less than ε/2, returns false if the diﬀerence is over ε and returns either
true of false if the diﬀerence is between ε/2 and ε. This comparison is deterministic on the
level of operational semantics with real numbers encodings but since it is not extensional, it is
non-deterministic at the level of denotational semantics with real numbers.
With this change, we can execute sqrt_Newton in exact real arithmetic. To formally verify
its execution, we ﬁrst encode a minimal programming language and its exact real operational
semantics in a theorem prover. We base our formalisation on CIDR-F1, the ﬁrst-order functional fragment of CIDR, a minimal imperative language for veriﬁable real number computation,
currently under development with colleagues within CID, EU RISE project 731143.
We wish to express operational semantics as a function which we can use to extract veriﬁed executables from formalised programs. This means that the operational semantics is a
potentially non-terminating function, which is not (well) supported in theorem provers such as
Isabelle and Coq. To make the semantics a terminating function, we add a call stack size bound
parameter:
opsem: (FnName → Term) → Term → (stackBound : N) → Input → Val
and return  when a term evaluation makes too many nested calls, e.g. due to an inﬁnite
recursion. (In an imperative language we would also need to bound loops.) We specify that a
program terminates by saying that for each valid input there is a stack size limit for which the
operational semantics never returns .
The set Val includes real numbers represented e.g. by convergent “sequences” Q+ → Q. When
computing lim (λε. t ε), it is often the case that the closer is ε to zero, the more resources

t ε needs. A ﬁxed bound on call stack size for a limit implies that the operational semantics

will sometimes return “sequences” Q+ → Q that return  for very small ε. These are partial
real numbers whose denotational semantics are compact real intervals. Our prototype Isabelle
formalisation deﬁnes an abstract type of (constructive) partial real numbers, postulating their
properties. For each partial real operation, we postulate that the operation is safe with regards to
the corresponding real number operation and that the partial real operation has a (non-uniform)
modulus of continuity, implying that it converges for exact inputs. For example:
x∈X

∧

y∈Y ∧ 0∈
/Y

=⇒

x/y ∈ X/Y

(safety)

wd(X) ≤ ω÷,L (X, Y, ε)

∧

wd(Y ) ≤ ω÷,R (X, Y, ε)

=⇒

wd(X/Y ) ≤ ε

(modulus)

We formalise also a non-deterministic denotational semantics of CIDR-F1:
dsem: (FnName → P(Input × Val )) → Term → (stackBound : N) → P(Input × Val )
Assuming a certain input-output relation for all functions (typically formulated as pre- and postconditions), if we can show that the derived input-output relation for the body of each function
implies its own speciﬁcation, we have proved that the assumed semantics is a safe approximation
of the operational semantics. Thus we can specify the behaviour of our functions in terms of preand post-conditions and verify it using relatively simple inductive reasoning. The precondition
contains a bound on the stack size.
As an example, we will review our formal proof of the following speciﬁcation of sqrt_Newton:
Theorem 1. For any real numbers 1 < x and 0 < ε, the term sqrt_Newton x evaluated with
a stack bound
at least max(1, 1 + log2 (2(x−1)/ε)) returns a partial real number (interval) R that
√
contains x and whose width is at most ε.
The theorem gives an upper bound on an essential
component on the complexity of the
√
program and shows that the program computes x exactly if given unlimited resources.
The following sketch gives an overview of the components of our veriﬁcation approach:

Our prototype has been implemented in Isabelle [3], currently without program extraction.
Our approach could be extended to the imperative part of CIDR, but stack bound alone
would not suﬃce to get a total operational semantics; a bound on while-loop executions would be
needed too. We plan to add an iRRAM-style iterative operational semantics to the formalisation.
The iRRAM limit operator[1] has more complex behaviour than the one based on sequences.
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In the spirit of iRRAM [Mü01], i.e. abstracting programs from the concrete
underlying computations on represented spaces, we consider a research programming language CCL based on Clerical [BPS17] which allows to concisely
describe algorithms in ERC by providing an opaque data type for exact real
numbers. We developed a compiler [Bra18] translating CCL to iRRAM/C++
which should be easily extendable to other Exact Real Computation backends, e.g.
Aern2/Haskell [Kon]. A feature of such a small language usually is the possibility
to formally specify the complete semantics. In ERC however, due to the necessity
of multi-valuedness of the computations, even that is not straight-forward. Major
work in this direction has been done by Bauer, Park and Simpson, who also
implemented part of the semantics in Coq [Coq16]. We extend on this research
by speciﬁying necessary and suﬃcient conditions for computing single-valued
limits of multi-valued sequences in Coq and also by formalizing conditions for
multi-valued sequences of Reals converging to multiple values in a multi-valued
sense, i.e. a multi-valued limit. Examples for this requirement in the language
are the computation of
√
– one of the complex square roots · : C ⇒ C,
– one of the roots in (0, 1) of f : R → R continuous with f (0) · f (1) < 0,
– given (xn )n ∈ Rω , a real number x such that ∀n : x = xn [Wei00].
In order to compute such multi-valued convergent sequences, for each component
the algorithm requires additional information on which of the multiple values to
reﬁne. We formally speciﬁy the semantics of this multi-valued limit operation by
requiring the prover to provide an instance of a partial order on the subsidiary
discrete hint provided to the computation of the fast sequence, thus establishing
multi-valued convergence.
In addition to the speciﬁcation in Coq, we plan to extend the compiler to
actually produce proof obligations for given programs in the language, formulated
in Coq. The correctness of such programs with respect to the Classical Reals3
then establishes the correctness of the algorithm.
√
An example of a program veriﬁed in this manner is the computation of · ∈ R,
see ﬁg. 1. Furthermore, we show that all computable functions can indeed be
expressed in CCL. An interesting aspect with regard to this is the non-obvious
computation of a modulus of convergence of a function given by a CCL expression.
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external abs(Real) -> Real
external bounded(Real, Int) -> Bool
function sqrt(Real x):
lim n =>
var y := 1.0 in (
var two := 2.0 in
var z := x/y in (
while !bounded(abs(y-z), n)
do (
y := (y+z)/two;
z := x/y
)
); y)
do
sqrt(2.0)
Fig. 1. CCL program computing the square root of 2 using Heron’s method.
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On the computability of the Fréchet distance of surfaces
in the bit-model of real computation ∗
Eike Neumann †
Aston University, Birmingham, UK
In 1906, Maurice Fréchet introduced a natural pseudometric for parametric curves [3], which
he generalised in 1924 to parametric surfaces [4]. If f : [0, 1]2 → X and g : [0, 1]2 → X are continuous function in some metric space, then their Fréchet distance is given by:

inf

 
 

max d f ϕ(x) , g ψ(x) ,

ϕ,ψ∈Aut ([0,1]2 ) x∈[0,1]2

where Aut ([0, 1]2 ) denotes the set of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of [0, 1]2 .
The problem of computing the Fréchet distance of curves and surfaces has received considerable attention in Computational Geometry (see [1] and references therein). The problem whether
the Fréchet distance of surfaces is computable has been an open problem for a long time (see [5]).
Only some partial results were established by Alt and Buchin [2]. Recently Nayyeri and Xu [6, 7]
have shown that the Fréchet distance of piecewise-linear surfaces of genus 0 that are “locally isometrically” immersed in R3 is computable in the real RAM model. They have even shown that
the problem of deciding whether the Fréchet distance between two such surfaces is smaller than
a given δ > 0 is computable in PSPACE.
We show an analogous result in the bit-model with applies to arbitrary continuously parametrised surfaces in a computable metric space:
Theorem 1. Let X be a computable metric space. There exists an algorithm which takes as input
two continuous functions f : [0, 1]2 → X , g : [0, 1]2 → X with values in X , and returns as output
their Fréchet distance.

The techniques used in the proof of Theorem 1 are quite different from those used by Nayyeri
and Xu. The proof mainly relies on the following result which is of independent interest:
Theorem 2. The closure Aut ([0, 1]2 ) of the set of orientation-preserving automorphisms of the unit
square [0, 1]2 is computable as a closed subset of the space C([0, 1]2 , [0, 1]2 ) of continuous self-maps
of [0, 1]2 .
Theorem 2 is proved using the Brouwer mapping degree. The rest of the proof can be outlined
as follows: For a map ϕ : X → Y , let Γϕ ⊆ X × Y denote its graph. Deﬁne a new distance function
d Γ on C([0, 1]2 , [0, 1]2 ) by
d Γ (ϕ, ψ) = d H (Γϕ , Γψ )
where d H is the Hausdorff distance on the metric space [0, 1]2 × [0, 1]2 with the product metric
d ((x0 , y0 ), (x1 , y1 )) = max { d(x0 , x1 ), d(y0 , y1 )} .
∗ Full paper [8] available at https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.02161.
† This work was supported by EU Horizon 2020 MSCA RISE project 731143. The majority of this work was undertaken

while the author was visiting KAIST, Daejeon, Republic of Korea. The author would like to thank Martin Ziegler for
bringing this problem to his attention.

For a function ϕ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1]2 , let


F f ,g (ϕ) = max d f (x), g(ϕ(x))
x∈[0,1]2

denote its Fréchet length. It is easy to see that automorphisms with small graph distance have
similar Fréchet length:
Lemma 1. Let μ f and μ g be moduli of continuity of f and g respectively. Then we have the
implication


d Γ (ϕ, ψ) ≤ 2−μ f (n+1)−μ g (n+1) → d F f ,g (ϕ), F f ,g (ψ) ≤ 2−n .

By suitably “removing unnecessary oscillations” one can uniformly bound the Lipschitz constant of all automorphisms up to small perturbations in the graph-distance:
Lemma 2. Let ϕ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1]2 be an automorphism. For all n ∈ N there exists an automorphism
ϕ
 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1]2 with d Γ (ϕ, ϕ
) < 2−n such that ϕ
 has Lipschitz constant


n
4n × 44 × 3 × 4n + 3 + 1.
Thus the Fréchet distance of two functions f and g is given up to error 2−n by the minimum of
F f ,g (ϕ) where ϕ ranges over the compact set of all maps ϕ ∈ Aut ([0, 1]2 ) with Lipschitz constant
n
at most 4n × 44 × (3 × 4n + 3) + 1. By Theorem 2 this set is uniformly computably compact in n. It
follows that the minimum is uniformly computable in n. Hence the Fréchet distance is computable.
Unfortunately, as opposed to the results by Nayyeri and Xu for the real RAM model we do not
obtain any non-trivial complexity bounds.
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Tensor Calculus in Exact Real Computation∗
From Recursive Analysis to Abstract Data Types: A Case Study
Chansu Park, KAIST
Tensor Calculus is a generalization of classical Real Analysis which is concerned with continuous and
diﬀerentiable functions of scalar, vector, and tensors. It is used in various ﬁelds of engineering and physics,
including general relativity theory, quantum mechanics, statistical thermodynamics, classical mechanics,
electrodynamics, solid mechanics, and ﬂuid dynamics [3]. Most of them require precise computation, and
Exact Real Computation (ERC) is a good solution. However, ERC has diﬃculties on tensor calculus; e.g.,
a computable real function may have an uncomputable derivative [2], and the boundary of the domain
for surface integration might not be computable.
Simplicial Complex is a nice glueing of simplices. It can be ﬁnitely-parametrized, which is a special case of
manifolds. While manifolds, yet, cannot be easily deﬁned on ERC, simplicial complex is a feasible starting
point for tensor calculus in ERC; interior points of the given simplicial complex can be parametrized
uniquely.
To build tensor calculus on ERC, discrete enrichments should be exposed for uncomputable operations to
establish computable methods, realized by explicit algorithms in practical object-oriented programming.
In this paper, we use facet for simplicial complexes and Lipschitz-continuity for tensor ﬁelds as discrete
enrichments. By adapting notions from Diﬀerential Geometry, we deﬁne ‘k-times piecewise L-Lipschitzcontinuously diﬀerentiable (p, q)-tensor ﬁelds’ and canonical tensor operations including diﬀerentiation and
integration. We introduce an Abstract Data Type for such objects that makes the internal representation
and parametrization secure while rendering the above operations computable.
Deﬁnition 1. a) A (closed) simplex of dimension d is the convex hull of 1 + d points in RD :
chull(v0 , v1 , . . . , vd ) =

 d
j=1

d

λj vj + 1 −

j=1

d
 
λj v0  λj ≥ 0,

j=1

λj ≤ 1



such that the d vectors v1 − v0 , . . . , vd − v0 ∈ RD are linearly independent. V (
v ) ⊆ RD denotes the
D×(d+1)

∈R
d-dimensional linear subspace they span, abbreviating v =(v0 , v1 , . . . ,vd ) 
 .
An inverse of unique aﬃne transformation ϕ−1 maps v = dj=1 λj vj + 1− dj=1 λj v0 to (λ1 , . . . , λd ) ∈
v

chull(
e) := {(x1 , . . . , xd ) : ∀i xi ≥ 0 ∧ xi ≤ 1}.

A simplicial complex S is a ﬁnite set of simplices such that (i) every face of every S ∈ S again belongs
to S, and (ii) the intersection S ∩ S  of any two S, S  ∈ S is a face of both S and S  . A simplicial
complex S of dimension d is homogeneous if (i) it contains a simplex of dimension d where (ii) every
simplex in S of dimension less than d is a face of some simplex of dimension d in S.
b) The Abstract Data Type Simplicial Complex stores for any ﬁxed homogeneous S (i) the ambient space
in RD : the vertices of S; and
dimension D ∈ Z; (ii) a tuple (v1 , . . . , vN ) of pairwise

 distinct vectors
(iii) all those subsets I ⊆ {1, . . . , N } such that chull {vi : i ∈ I} constitutes a face of S.
c) A (p, q)-tensor ﬁeld T on simplicial complex S is k-times piecewise L-Lipschitz continuously
diﬀeren
k,L




tiable (T ∈ Tp,q (S)) if, for every chull(v ) ∈ Sd and k with |k| = k, the restriction T chull(v) is k-times


continuously diﬀerentiable and ∂ k T ◦ ϕ is L-Lipschitz continuous.
v

d) The Abstract Data Type piecewise Lipschitz-continuously diﬀerentiable tensor ﬁeld stores for any
k,L
T ∈ Tp,q
(S), apart from S itself according to (b): non-negative integers k, p, q, L and for each d
dimensional chull(
v ) ∈ S, a (pointer to a) subroutine providing blackbox evaluation of Tıjchull(v) ◦ ϕv :
chull(
e) ⊆ Rd → R.
∗
Shrinked version of a KAIST Technical Report (https://cs.kaist.ac.kr/research/techReport, CS-TR-2018-416). We thank
Junhee Cho and Sewon Park for seminal discussions.
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Theorem 2. Abbreviate Tp,qk,∗ (S) := L>0 Tp,qk,L (S). The following operations are computable with respect
to enrichments from Deﬁnition 1b) and 1d):
a) Pointwise tensor linear combination, tensor product, and tensor contraction.



b) Initializing a scalar ﬁeld on S from a given real function: C k,L ⊇ S → T0,0k,L (S).




c) Embedding T0,0k+1,∗ (S) → T0,0k,∗ (S).
 0,L

e) Boundary restriction T0,0


d) Boundary complex S → ∂S.

 0,L
(S)  T →

T ∂S ∈ T0,0
(∂S)

f ) scalar ﬁeld evaluation T0,00,L (S) ×

g) vector ﬂux

0,L
T1,0
(S)

S  (T, x) → T (x) ∈ R

0,L
 T → T · ν ∈ T0,0
(∂S)

0,L
h) scalar volume integration T0,0
(S)  T → S T (x) dx ∈ R
i) Line integration of scalar ﬁelds with respect to continuously diﬀerentiable curves
1 

0,L
T0,0
(S) × C 1,K (S)  (T, γ ) →
T γ (t) · γ  (t) dt ∈ R.
0

j) Flow integration of vector ﬁelds with respect to continuously diﬀerentiable curves
1 


0,L
(S) × C 1,K (S)  (R, γ ) →
R γ (t) · γ  (t) dt ∈ R.
T1,0
0

k+1,∗
k,∗
k) Gradient of tensor ﬁelds Tp,q
(S)  T → grad T ∈ Tp,q+1
(S)
k+1,∗
k,∗
l) Divergence of tensor ﬁelds Tp+1,q
(S)  T → div T ∈ Tp,q
(S)

Items of integration h), i), and j) are followed from [4, Theorem 6.4.1]; and items of diﬀerentiation k), and
l) are based on the following particular case of [4, Corollary 6.4.8+Lemma 7.3.14]; cmp. [1, Lemma 3.4b].
These theorems heavily build on the following quantitative reﬁnements of ﬁnite diﬀerences:

Lemma 3. a) Let f : (a; b) → R be diﬀerentiable with L -Lipschitz continuous derivative. Then f  (x) −
f (x+δ)−f (x) 
≤ δL for all x ∈ (a; b) and all 0 < δ ≤ b − x. Moreover f is L-Lipschitz for L :=
δ
|f (b) − f (a)|/|b − a| + 2L · |b − a|.
b) Now let f : (a; b) → R be twice diﬀerentiable with L -Lipschitz continuous second derivative f  . Then
 

f (x) − f (x+2δ)−2f2(x+δ)+f (x)  ≤ 2δL for all x ∈ (a; b) and all 0 < δ ≤ (b − x)/2. Moreover f  is
δ




L -Lipschitz for L := 4f (b) − 2f a+b
+ f (a)/|b − a|2 + 2|b − a| · L .
2

c) Now consider second derivatives in the bivariate case: For f : chull◦ (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) → R suppose
all ∂12 f, ∂1 ∂2 f = ∂2 ∂1 f, ∂22 f are L -Lipschitz. Then


∂1 ∂2 f (x, y) −


f (x + 2 2 , y + ) − f (x, y + ) − f (x + 2 , y) + f (x, y)
4 3


f (x + 2 2 , y + ) − 2f (x + 2 , y + ) + f (x, y + ) 
−
≤4
3

2


+ 1 L

holds for all (x, y) ∈ chull◦ ((0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)) and every > 0, [x; x+4 2 ]×[y; y+4 ] ⊆ chull◦ ((0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0));
∂12 f and ∂22 f are analogous to Lemma 3b).
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Computing the asymptotic behavior of
continuous-time dynamical systems
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One of the central aims of dynamical systems theory is to determine the
asymptotic behavior of dynamical systems. In general this is a very hard task
and several complementary approaches were developed to better tackle this
problem. For example, one can use a qualitative approach where the “limit set”
of a dynamical system is characterized by some of its properties (see e.g. [7]),
or a probabilistic perspective (see e.g. [1]). One can take this problem one step
further and try to understand up to which point this asymptotic behavior can
be computed.
In this talk we will survey several results related to the computability of
the asymptotic behavior of continuous-time dynamical systems deﬁned with ordinary diﬀerential equations. Namely, we will consider the computability of
the limit set of some classes of dynamical systems deﬁned by ordinary diﬀerential equations in the plane and in the three dimensional space, since several
well-known results (Peixoto’s theorem, etc.) allow us to better understand the
structure of the limit set in such cases. We will also look to some classical results
from dynamical systems theory using a computability perspective. Namely the
Hartman-Grobman theorem tells us that, near an hyperbolic equilibrium point,
the ﬂow behaves locally like its linearization. We will see that a computable
counterpart of this result exists [6]. Another classical result is the stable manifold theorem, which states that near an hyperbolic equilibrium point the ﬂow
can be split into stable and unstable manifolds. We will also see that a computable counterpart of this result exists [5]. We will also present some results
about the non-computability of the basin of attraction (i.e. the set of points
which converge to some given attractor) for continuous-time analytic dynamical
systems [4]. This talks surveys work done with Ning Zhong, Jorge Buescu, and
Scott Dumas.
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Most of the physical processes arising in nature are modeled by differential equations,
either ordinary (example: the spring/mass/damper system) or partial (example: heat diffusion). From the point of view of analog computability, the existence of an effective way to
obtain solutions (either exact or approximate) of these systems is essential.
A pioneering model of analog computation is the General Purpose Analog Computer
(GPAC), introduced by Shannon as a model of the Differential Analyzer and improved
by Pour-El, Lipshitz and Rubel, Costa and Graça and others. The GPAC is capable of
manipulating real-valued data streams. Its power is known to be characterized by the class
of differentially algebraic functions, which includes the solutions of initial value problems
for ordinary differential equations.
We address two limitations of this model. The ﬁrst is its fundamental inability to reason
about functions of more than one independent variable (the ‘time’ variable). In particular,
the Shannon GPAC cannot be used to specify solutions of partial differential equations.
The second concerns the notion of approximability, a desirable property in computation
over continuous spaces that is however absent in the GPAC. In particular, the Shannon
GPAC cannot be used to generate non-differentially algebraic functions such as the gamma
function, which can be approximately computed in other models of computation.
To overcome these limitations, we extend the class of data types by taking channels carrying information on a general complete metric space X; for example the class of continuous
functions of one real variable. We consider the original modules in Shannon’s construction
(constants, adders, multipliers, integrators) and add two new modules: a differential module
which computes spatial derivatives, u(t) → ∂x u(t); and a continuous limit module which
computes limits, u(t) → lim u(t).
t→∞
We then build networks using X-stream channels and the abovementioned modules.
This leads us to a framework in which the speciﬁcations of such analog systems are given
by ﬁxed points of certain operators on continuous data streams, as considered by Tucker and
Zucker. We study the properties of these analog systems and their associated operators. We
present a characterization which generalizes Shannon’s results, and show that some nondifferentially algebraic functions such as the gamma function are generable by our model.
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Abstract
Celestial mechanics deals with solving the equations of motion for astronomical objects
to obtain ephemeris data. The subject has a centuries-old tradition in mathematics. Typically, there are two preferred methods in celestial mechanics for solving the equations of
motion: an analytical one based on series expansions (method of general perturbations) and
a numerical one based on algorithms directly integrating the equations of motion (method
of special perturbations). The second method applies numerical analysis, which commonly
lacks a rigorous treatment. However, even the ﬁrst method also commonly lacks a rigorous
treatment. It is a widely used practice to neglect terms in the series expansion which are
assumed to give no essential contribution to the solution without rigorous analysis. Even
Gauss obeyed this commonly accepted practice and terminated his series expansions without
error analysis when performing his calculations of perturbation for the planetoid Pallas in
1811. The ﬁrst who seriously addressed the problem of convergence was Weierstrass in the
second half of the nineteenth century. However, he failed and ﬁnally it was Poincaré at the
end of then nineteenth century who showed the reasons why in his famous award essay on the
three body problem [1]. Since the advent of electronic computers, the interest switched from
general perturbations to special perturbations. Only a few authors address to the problem
of error bounds and rigorous treatment in numerical simulations of celestial bodies (see e.g.
[2]). Subject of the present work is in presenting methods for the exact solution in the ﬁeld
of celestial mechanics, as computable analysis and exact real arithmetic demands.
The subsequent treatment presents a rigorous method in the sense of computable analysis
which can be seen simultaneously as analytic and numerical. It is an approach for solving
systems of ordinary diﬀerential equations with rigorous error estimation. The method is
based on Lie series expansion, which is formulated in detail by Wolfgang Gröbner [3]. Lie
series expansion can be seen as a generalization of power series expansion. Elements of the
application of the latter method for solving ODEs in the context of exact real arithmetic
are already presented by Norbert Müller and Margarita Korovina [5]. For a general and
complete treatment of the method, consider the system of ODEs
ẋ = f (t, x)

(1)

with t ∈ R, x ∈ Rn and the initial condition x(t0 ) = x0 . For some analytic function
F : R×Rn → R, the k-th total derivation of F (t, x(t)), where x(t) is a solution of the systems
dk
k
of ODEs, can be written as dt
k F (t, x(t)) = (D )(t, x(t)) with the diﬀerential operator
D = ∂t +

n


fi (t, x) · ∂xi .

(2)

i=1

Hence the series
of F (t, x(t)), in the neighborhood of t0 , can be written as
∞ expansion
1
F (t, x(t)) = k=0 k!
(Dk F )(t0 , x0 )(t − t0 )k . Introducing for some function G : R × Rn → R,
1
(Dk G)(t, x), then the
analytic in the neighborhood of (t0 , x0 ), the notation Gk (t, x) := k!
solution of the systems of ODEs can be written as
xi (t) =

∞

k=0

Idki (t0 , x0 ) · (t − t0 )k

(3)

for i = 1, . . . , n. Assume that each component of the vector ﬁeld fi (t, x) is composed of
elementary computable functions - e.g. addition, multiplication, sin, ... - then the functions
fik (t, x) can be determined recursively out of Idli (t, x) for i = 1, . . . , n, l = 0, . . . , k. Using
the relation DIdi = fi for i = 1, . . . , n, the recursion
(t, x) =
Idk+1
i

1
· f k (t, x)
k+1 i

(4)

follows. This allows the computation of (3) up to some predeﬁned order [6]. The method of
Lie series supplies criteria for convergence. Furthermore, the Picard-Lindelöf approach for
proving existence of a solution can be evaluated in addition for ﬁnding an enclosure for the
solution as intermediate result. These techniques can be formulated in terms of computable
analysis and leads to a computable and therefore rigorous procedure. The method can be
used either to numerically integrate the equations of motion exactly or to derive an analytical
expression for the ﬂow in a neighborhood of (t0 , x0 ) and additionally a rigorous error bound.
The method described so far deals with solving the exact equations (1). In the second
part of the presentation, consider a system of DGLs ẋ = fˆ(t, x) approximating the original
equations (1). Let x̂(t) be the solution of the approximation with unchanged initial condition:
x̂(t0 ) = x0 . Then a modiﬁed diﬀerential operator D̂ replaces (2) which also leads to a series
expansion of the form (3). According to Knapp [6], the residual of the approximation can
be expressed by
x(t) = x̂(t) +

t

(D − D̂)(ξ, x̂(ξ)) dξ + ((DId)(ξ1 , x(ξ1 )) − (DId)(ξ1 , x̂(ξ1 ))) · (t − t0 )
t

0
= x̂(t) + f (ξ2 , x̂(ξ2 )) − fˆ(ξ2 , x̂(ξ2 )) + f (ξ1 , x(ξ1 )) − f (ξ1 , x̂(ξ1 )) · (t − t0 )

for some ξ1 , ξ2 ∈ [t0 , t]. This formula allows a computable version of the above integration
method based on a sequence of ﬂow approximations. The approach is used in combination
with the technique of normal forms, already introduced by Poincaré for solving problems in
celestial mechanics [1]. Normal forms basically deal with series expansions of vector ﬁelds
and transformations to obtain simple forms. Applied to f , the series expansion leading to
a normal form is truncated after a ﬁnite step of transformations leading to a polynomial
vector ﬁeld fˆ of ”simplest” form. The order of the polynomial is successively increased. The
complexity of the integration scheme of the ﬁrst method and the second method with normal
forms are compared. Some examples are given.
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A continuous-time Markov chain is a certain kind of stochastic process with a discrete state
space that evolves probabilistically over continuous time. Its state changes are thus instantaneous
jump transitions that occur at random real-valued times. One important class of continuous-time
Markov chains consists of stochastic chemical reaction networks. Stochastic chemical reaction
networks are known to be Turing universal [5] and are now used in molecular programming,
DNA nanotechnology, and synthetic biology to model and specify the behaviors of natural and
engineered molecular systems.
This talk develops the elements of the theory of algorithmic randomness in continuous-time
Markov chains. Algorithmic randomness deﬁnes what it means for an individual trajectory of
a computable continuous-time Markov chain to be random. This enables one to carry out Kolmogorov’s program of replacing probabilistic laws stating that almost every trajectory has a given
property with randomness laws stating that every random trajectory has the property.
Brieﬂy, a continuous-time Markov chain is an ordered triple C = (Q, λ, π) where Q is a countable set of states, λ : Q × Q → [0, ∞) is a rate matrix satisfying λ(q, q) = 0 for each q ∈ Q, and the
state initialization π is a probability measure on Q. We take Q to be of the form {0, 1, ..., n} if Q
is ﬁnite and to be N if Q is inﬁnite, and we deﬁne C to be computable if λ and π are computable.
A trajectory of a continuous-time Markov chain C is a sequence τ = ((q0 , t0 ), (q1 , t1 ), (q2 , t2 ), ...)
of ordered pairs (qi , ti ) ∈ Q × (0,
∞). Intuitively, τ denotes the turn of events in which, for each
i, C enters the state
q
at
time
j<i tj , remains in state qi for the sojourn time ti , and jumps to
i
state qi+1 at time j≤i tj . When convenient, we write τ = (q, t) where q = (q0 , q1 , q2 , ...) and
t = (t0 , t1 , t2 , ...). We write T[C] for the set of all trajectories of C.
The classical theory of continuous-time Markov chains [1, 2, 4] imposes a probability measure
μ on T[C]. We present here a formulation of C-martingales that bet on trajectories in T[C], and
we prove a martingale characterization of the μ-measure 0 sets. This characterization says that
a set Z ⊆ T[C] satisﬁes μ(Z) = 0 if and only if there is a C-martingale d such that, for each
τ ∈ Z, d succeeds (makes unbounded money betting) on τ . (This is an analog of Ville’s theorem
[6], which was proven in the simpler setting of Cantor space.)
When C is a continuous-time Markov chain that is computable, we deﬁne a trajectory τ ∈ T[C]
to be random if no lower semicompoutable C-martingale succeeds on τ . An eﬀective version of
the above martingale characterization then yields a characterization of random trajectories in
terms of Martin-Löf tests [3].We also give a characterization of random trajectories in terms of
the Kolmogorov complexities of their approximations.
As an illustration, we prove that, in any stochastic chemical reaction network, every random
trajectory
τ = ((q0 , t0 ), (q1 , t1 ), (q2 , t2 ), ...) with bounded molecular counts has the non-Zeno prop∞
erty that i=0 ti = ∞.
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Abstract
In this talk I will give an overview of the computational kernel of

Ariadne, a software tool originally

developed for verication of hybrid nonlinear dynamic systems [2, 3]. Since this is challenging problem
involving many fundamental problems of continuous mathematics, and requiring reliable solutions, the
computational kernel is itself a general-purpose toolbox of rigorous numerical methods.

Further, to

achieve a clean interface and theoretically sound semantics, the toolbox is based on the framework of
computable analyis.
The toolbox contains general-purpose numeric, algebraic, functional and geometric calculi [1, 4].
Generic classes are provided for the main types of continuous mathematics, including Boolean, Sierpinskian and Kleenean logical types, real numbers types including lower- and upper-reals, continuous and
dierentiable functions, and open, closed, compact and overt sets.
represent computable mathematical abstractions, whereas

For each type,

Validated

Effective

classes

classes represent nite-accuracy

approximations; each supports the same computable operations. Eective objects typically have a symbolic representation, whereas dierent concrete implementations may be provided for validated objects
to support data exchange and ecient computation.
The operations at the validated level are implemented using rigorous numerical methods, including
interval arithmetic, automatic dierentiation and ane and polynomial (Taylor) model arithmetic. More
advanced operations are also provided, such as Newton and Krawczyk operators for the solution of
parametrised algebraic equations, Taylor-Picard methods for the solution of dierential equations, and
interior-point methods for nonlinear optimisation and feasibility problems.
Throughout the talk I shall explain I will explain the main concepts used in the implementation, and
give examples of the use of

Ariadne, from simple real-number arithmetic to systems verication.

Finally, I will give an overview of work in progress in extending the scope of the tool, including to
piecewise-continuous, measurable and multivalued functions, and to solutions of dierential inclusions.
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coqrep: A Coq library for representations
Florian Steinberg
It is usually thought that each of proof of computability in computable analysis describes a concrete algorithm with rigorous semantics and can in principle
directly be translated into a program executable on a digital computer. This is
reﬂected in the existence of several software packages [10, 8, 4, and more]. The
necessity to provide an algorithm that is correct at arbitrary precision makes it
diﬃcult for software based on computable analysis to compete with implementations based on machine numbers in terms of speed. Thus, the major application
is reliable computation. In practice the transition from a mathematical proof
to software is far from smooth. In building software by hand it is almost impossible to avoid bugs and the handling of continuous data can be subtle at
times. Thus, automatic program extraction from formal proofs for computable
analysis is an active ﬁeld [5]. Unfortunately, extracted programs are known for
being notoriously slow. Therfore, recently there has been an increased interest
in both proving correctness of programs written in reliance on eﬃcient software
packages [11], and in verifying parts of the software itself. To make the proofs
of correctness as reliable as possible, the use of proof assistants comes in handy.
Coq is one of the more popular proof assistants and traditionally centered
around constructive reasoning. Constructive mathematics shares the acclaim
of each proof being executable with computable analysis and Coq provides a
machinery for program extraction and also allows direct execution inside of
Coq. A strict restriction to constructive reasoning can at times be inconvenient
and is not necessary for guaranteeing executability. Conveniently, in Coq it is
possible to do classical reasoning via the introduction of Axioms, and, while
this breaks executability in general, to keep track of where classical reasoning
is used and suggest constructive reasoning in the important parts.
I present ﬁrst steps I took towards providing a library for computable analysis in Coq. There exists work providing guidelines for how this should be done
[2] and similar projects in diﬀerent, mostly constructive, settings and environments [3, 7] that are helpful for orientation. I present some proofs of basic
results formalized in this library, like the computability of the arithmetic operations on the reals, the incomputability of the limit operator but computability of
its restriction to the eﬃciently convergent sequences. I also show how to prove
computability of polynomial evaluation from the computability of the operations
on the reals and discuss why the extracted algorithm is slow and how it could be
optimized in the scope of the library. Finally I talk about some more abstract
proofs like the correctness of the product and function space constructions. The
library and basic examples are accessible on github [1].
The examples above outline some of the goals the library is designed around:
Firstly, each proof of computability should be directly executable in Coq. Secondly, both high level reasoning and concretely specifying an algorithm and

1

proving it correct should be possible. And ﬁnally it should be as easy as possible to build interfaces with other libraries, and reuse proofs and algorithms.
Some of these goals are debatable. For instance, due to the requirement to be
able to directly execute inside of Coq, incomputability can currently only be
proven by proving discontinuity. This is because it is possible to assume computationally void but consistent axioms which also makes executability fragile. I
critically discuss some of the choices and possible ways to mend the deﬁciencies.
Coq provides well developed libraries for both constructive analysis [9] as
well as for classical analysis [6]. The library CoRN for constructive analysis
is for most parts executable and has been optimized for speed. It is currently
strictly restrained to the use of constructive reasoning, but there seem to be
plans to change this in the future. There are many other relevant libraries,
for instance a library for interval computations. I describe ﬁrst steps I took
in attempt to build interfaces with some of these libraries. While the hope is
to extract programs that produce results in acceptable time spans, there is no
ambition to compete with existent eﬃcient software in terms of speed. I hope
that the library can be helpful in the task of veriﬁcation.
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Boundary-value Problems for Some
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We establish upper bounds for the guaranteed-precision problem of ﬁnding
solutions of boundary-value problems for symmetric hyperbolic systems
⎧
m

∂u
∂u
⎪
A
+
Bi ∂x
= f (t, x1 , . . . , xm ),
⎪
⎪ ∂t
i
⎪
i=1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨u|t=0 = ϕ(x1 , . . . , xm ),
(1)
(1)
Φi u(t, x1 , . . . , xi−1 , 0, xi+1 , . . . , xm ) = 0,
⎪
⎪
⎪
(2)
⎪
⎪
Φi u(t, x1 , . . . , xi−1 , 1, xi+1 , . . . , xm ) = 0,
⎪
⎪
⎩
i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
(1)

(2)

Here A = A∗ > 0, Bi = Bi∗ ; Φi , Φi are real rectangular matrices such that
the boundary conditions are correctly posed and dissipative. For additional
information on such systems see e.g. [1, 2].
Let Q, A be respectively the ordered ﬁelds of rationals and of algebraic reals,
equipped with natural binary encodings. Such encodings induce binary encodings of matrices and polynomials over these ﬁelds used in the following main
result of this work. The formulation uses some rather standard notation from
[1, 2].
Theorem 1. Let m, n ≥ 2 be ﬁxed positive integers and let T be a ﬁxed
positive rational number. Then
1. There is an EXPTIME algorithm which, for any matrices A, B1 . . . , Bm ∈
Mn (A), polynomials ϕ1 . . . , ϕn ∈ Q[x1 . . . , xm ], f1 . . . , fn ∈ Q[t, x1 . . . , xm ],
(1)
(2)
rational matrices Φi , Φi meeting the conditions above and for any precision
a ≥ 1, computes a spatial rational grid step h dividing 1, a time grid step τ
dividing T and a rational (h, τ )-grid function v : G → A such that
||u − υ
|H ||sL2 < ε
where ε =

1
a

and H = [0, T ] × [0, 1]m .
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2. The algorithm of item 1 becomes PTIME if the precision a ≥ 1 is ﬁxed
and the input data for the algorithm are such that the following quantities are
bounded by a ﬁxed integer M > 0:
(1)

(2)

max{||A||2 , ||Bi ||2 , ||Φi ||2 , ||Φi ||2 ,
max ||A−1 Bi A−1 Bj − A−1 Bj A−1 Bi ||2 , sup ||
i,j

x

λmax (A)
, ||(A−1 Bi )2 ||2 ,
λmin (A)

∂2ϕ
∂2f
(x), sup ||
(t, x)||2 }.
∂xi ∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
t,x

Our approach makes a heavy use of some known and our own algorithms of
computer algebra (exact computations with integers, rationals, algebraic reals
and polynomials, polynomial-time computability of spectral decomposition of
symmetric matrices and matrix pencils in the ﬁeld of algebraic reals), together
with notions and methods from numerical mathematics [1] and computable analysis [3, 4]. Altogether, our proofs demonstrate a fruitful mix of methods from
symbolic and numerical computation.
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Parallel Complexity Theory of Linear ODEs and PDEs∗
Ivan Koswara, Svetlana Selivanova, and Martin Ziegler:
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Abstract. We study the algorithmic cost of solving diﬀerential equations from the rigorous
perspective of parallel complexity theory: linear ODEs, and surprisingly also certain linear
PDEs, can be solved approximately up to absolute error 2−n in space O(log2 n).

Recursive Analysis provides a rigorous algorithmic foundation to Numerics, that is, to operations
on continuous data by means of approximations. It has a long history of thorough investigations
regarding ordinary (ODEs) and partial diﬀerential equations (PDEs) with respect to computability
and complexity [BGP11, KORZ14, KSZ17]. The present work focuses on parallel time, well-known
[Bor77] to coincide with space (=memory). We consider computation of real functions on a compact
domain by space-bounded Type-2 Machines and by Boolean circuits of bounded depth:
Deﬁnition 1. Fix a total real function f : X ⊆ Rd → [0; 1].
a) Consider a Type-2 Turing Machine with the usual one-way output tape and working tape(s),
but the input tape(s) being read-only. It is said to compute f if, given any sequence am of
d-tuples of integers (in binary encoding bin(a)) satisfying |x −am /2m | ≤ 2−m for some x ∈ X,
it outputs a sequence bn ∈ Z in binary such that |f (x) − bn /2n | ≤ 2−n .
b) The computation from (a) runs in space s : N → N if, until producing said bn , the machine
accesses at most s(n) diﬀerent cells of the working tape: regardless of x ∈ X and of (am
 )m . If
additionally f has a polynomial modulus of continuity, we say that f belongs to RSPACE s(n) .
RPSPACE is the class of real functions with exponential modulus of continuity computable using
at most polynomial space.
c) A modulus of continuity of f is a non-decreasing mapping μ : N → N such that |f (x)−f (x )| ≤
2−n holds for all x, x ∈ X with |x − x | ≤ 2−μ(n) .
d) Consider a Boolean circuit Cn having n binary outputs and m = μ̃(n) binary inputs. Such a
sequence (Cn ) computes f if Cn , on every (possibly padded) input bin(a) with |x −a/2m | ≤ 2−m
for some x ∈ X, it outputs bin(bn ) such that |f (x) − bn /2n | ≤ 2−n .

e) We say that the real function f is computable in polysize-depth t(n), written RDEPTH t(n) ,
if there exists a logspace-uniform sequence (Cn ) of Boolean circuits with bounded fan-inof depth
at most t(n) and size (#gates) bounded polynomially in n. RNCi abbreviates RDEPTH logi n .
Boolean circuits are a standard model of parallel computation whose depth corresponds to concurrent runtime. The well-known hierarchy [Vol99, Corollary 2.34] translates to our real setting:
RNC1 ⊆ RSPACE(log n) ⊆ RNC2 ⊆ RSPACE(log2 n) ⊆ RNC4 ⊆ RP ⊆ RPSPACE .
Note that we consider the output length/precision n ∈ N as complexity parameter, both for
Turing machines (Deﬁnition 1b) and for circuits (Deﬁnition 1e). In the classical setting of type-1
machines with ﬁnite inputs, any terminating computation using space O(log n) necessarily makes
at most a polynomial number t(n) of steps. This fails for type-2 machines, as pointed out by
Florian Steinberg (personal communication). There it is folklore [Wei03, Sch04, KSZ16] that every
computation of a function f with compact domain X admits a runtime — and therefore also space
— bound t : N → N depending only on the output precision n; moreover μ(n) := t(n + 1) + 1
constitutes a modulus of continuity of f . This explains
 us turning this into an explicit requirement
in Item (b), and considering circuits of input size O μ(n) for output size n in (d). We follow the
classical conception of real numbers as ‘streams’ of approximations, both for input and output
[Hoo90]: the alternative approach based on oracles [Ko91, KO14] involves a stack of query tapes
to ensure closure under composition.
∗
Supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (grant NRF-2017R1E1A1A03071032) and
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Theorem 2. Given A ∈ [−1; 1]d×d and v ∈ [−1; 1]d , the solution to the ﬁrst-order system of
linear ordinary diﬀerential equations

is u(t) = exp(tA)v :=



∂
u(t)
∂t 
k

t
k
v
k k! A 

= Au(t),

t ∈ [0; 1],

u(0) = v

(1)


and computable in polysize-depth O log(n) · (log d + log n) .

The Abstract Cauchy Problem includes PDEs with diﬀerential operator A:
Theorem 3. Fix a Banach space B with families of closed subspaces Vd ⊆ Wd and linear operators
Ad : Vd → Wd such that also all iterates Akd : Vd → Wd are well-deﬁned and continuous. Then
u(t) = exp(tA)v ∈ Wd is well-deﬁned for all v ∈ Vd and all |t| ≤ Rd /2 and solves Equation (1).
= sup{Akdv /v  : v ∈ Vd }.

Suppose furthermore that Ad is computable on Vd ’s unit ball in space O s(d
 · n) , s(n) ≥ log n.
Then, given any unit v ∈ Vd and |t| ≤ Rd /2, u(t) is computable in space O s(d · n) · log(n) .
Here Rd := 1/ lim supk

k

Akd /k! with operator norm

Akd

Example 4. For each d ∈ N consider the normed vector space of real analytic functions

|f (k) |∞ /k!2
Vd = f : [0; 1] → R : ∃K ∈ N ∀k ∈ N |f (k) |∞ ≤ K · k! · dk , f  :=
k

(k)

k

where f
denotes k-th iterated derivative and |f |∞ := supx |f (x)|. Then ∂ : Vd  f → f (k) ∈
V2d =: Wd is well-deﬁned and ed dk k!-Lipschitz (so Rd = 1/d) and computable in space O(log n +
log d), cmp. [KMRZ15, §3.2].
Future work will extend this to Gevrey functions in several variables and more involved diﬀerential operators such as in linear hyperbolic systems and boundary conditions [SS17].
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The exact root ﬁnding (ERF) problem is to approximate the roots of
a holomorphic function f in an input box B0 to within some desired input
accuracy. We assume that f and all its derivatives are represented by their
“box”-versions, i.e., given a box B ⊂ C, we can compute an overestimation of
the range f (B); moreover, for a sequence of boxes monotonically converging to
a point the error in the overestimation goes to zero.
The ERF problem naturally generalizes the problem of approximating polynomial roots [Sch82]. However, not many algorithms are known in the literature
for solving it [Hen74, GLSY05]. Very few of these algorithms have a complete
complexity analysis. One such result states that the roots of a polynomial-time
computable function are also poly-time computable [Ko91, Thm. 4.11]. But
this result is not uniform and it assumes that all the roots are simple. A desirable goal is to devise complete algorithms, i.e., algorithms that do not make
such niceness assumptions. However, working with a box-representation of f
means that we cannot distinguish between a multiple root and a “cluster” of
very close roots using ﬁnite precision. Therefore, we have to change the problem from approximating roots to approximating clusters. This is called the root
clustering problem (RCP). Moreover, we cannot use comparisons with zero in
devising such algorithms, as we can only compute absolute approximation in the
computational model. We instead use a soft zero test, i.e., a comparison that
only decides the sign of a non-zero real number. A complete algorithm based
on soft zero tests for RCP was presented in [YSS13]. In this work, we bound
the complexity of this subdivision-based algorithm and obtain a generalisation
of similar results for the case of polynomials [BSS+ 16].
To state our contribution, we introduce some notation. We consider a modiﬁed version of Smale’s gamma-function γ(f, z) := supk≥1 |f (k) (z)/(k!f (z))|1/k
[GLSY05]. Let Z(f ) ⊂ C be the set of roots (possibly empty) of f , and N
be the number of roots in B0 . Let C ⊂ Z(f ) be a cluster of roots of f as in
[YSS13], mC be its centroid and rC the smallest disc centered at mC that contains C.
 Deﬁne γC (z) := γ(h, z), where h is the holomorphic function such that
f = h α∈C (z − α). A cluster is called strongly separated if rC γC (mC ) ≤ 1.
Let Rf (w) denote the radius of the largest disc centered at w on which the
function zf (z) is conformal, i.e., holomorphic and bijective. Using de Brange’s
theorem, we show that γ(f, z) ≤ 1/Rf (z), when f (z) = 0. Using the framework
of continuous amortisation [Bur16], we derive our main result: The number of

subdivisions in the algorithm in [YSS13] is



|C|2 +
O
C∈S0

B0 \∪C∈S0 D(mC ,1/γC (mC ))

dA
(Rf (z))2


,

(1)

where S0 is the set of all strongly separated clusters in, roughly, the scaled box
N B0 . This bound is a more precise analysis of the number of subdivisions than
[Yak05], which contains an algorithm similar to [YSS13]; the key diﬀerence is
that we account for boxes even when there are no roots in B0 . We also bound
the precision required by the algorithm in [YSS13].
For the special case of the exponential function, using an estimate of Bloch on
the radius of univalence, we show that Rexp (z) is always at least a constant, and
hence the integral is upper bounded by O(Area(B0 )). This bound is exponential
in the input size, namely, the dyadic coordinates of the corner vertices of B0 .
We also show that this bound is tight. A similar analysis also applies for the
sine function. Thus the algorithm in [YSS13] is in the worst-case an exponential
time algorithm. When f ∈ C[x], the bound in (1) is polynomial in the input
parameters, and is similar to known bounds in the literature [BSS+ 16].
Our results, thus, establish a framework for developing uniform complexity
results for RCP for holomorphic functions. We introduce some natural geometric
parameters, such as Rf (z), in the analysis of the algorithm; similar parameters
have also been used in real analysis [KMRZ15]. Our analysis shows that the
algorithm in [YSS13] is exponential in the worst case, and more work needs to
be done for developing an eﬃcient algorithm.
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Bit-Complexity and Rigorous Implementation of the
Fast Multipole Method for Trummer’s Problem
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Abstract. We will introduce a quasilinear, in terms of bit-cost, and implementation friendly version of the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) in order to
solve the real version of Trummer’s Problem, which is closely related to the
N-Body Simulation Problem with pairwise Coloumb forces. While solving
the diﬀerential equation for the previous mentioned problem numerically one
has to solve Trummer’s Problem in each iteartion of the Euler Method.
Keywords: Reliable Computation · N-Body Simulation · Bit Complexity.

1

Trummer’s Problem

Deﬁnition 1 (Trummer’s Problem) Let q := (q1 , . . . , qN ) ∈ RN be a vector of
N real values, let z := (z1 , . . . , zN ) ∈ RN be a vector of N real values and let C(q, z)
i
for i = j and C(q, z)i,i := 0. The
be the Cauchy-Matrix deﬁned by C(q, z)i,j := zi q−z
j
real version of Trummer’s Problem is the computation of the matrix vector product
C(q, z) · q up to a given error 2−n .
The naive algorithm, multiplying each row of the matrix with the vector, has a
quadratic bit-cost complexity. The ﬁrst quasilinear, in terms of unit cost, solution
to Trummer’s problem was given by Gerasoulis et al. [2] by using polynomial
interpolation and evaluation techniques. Further investigations [6] indicate that this
has quadratic bit-complexity. When working with real numbers and real complexity
theory [4, 5] the Fast Multipole Method [8] applied on a Well Separated Pair
Decomposition [1] turns out to have quasilinear bit-complexity for solving Trummer’s
Problem.

2

The Fast Multipole Method

Reinterpretation of the i-th element of C(q, z) · q yields to evaluation of the function
N qi qj
i
Φ : C → C : z → j=1 z−z
in the point z = zi . In order to evaluate i Φ in z we
j
j=i

have to compute the N terms
i

q1
qN
z−z1 , . . . , z−zN

. The main idea of the Fast Multipole

Method is to expand the Φ into Laurent series, manipulate them and evaluate
them at the end. The manipulation includes: truncation to a reasonably order p,
combination of multiple Laurent series, conversion of Laurent series into Taylor
series and combination of multiple Taylor series. For some points z1 , ..., zn with the
corresponding Laurent series L, the approximation error of the truncated Laurent
series Lp depends on the truncation parameter p and the distance of the evaluation
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point x to the other points zi . In order to estimate the overall errorbound one has
to cluster all points, such that the pairwise distance of all clusters can be estimated.
This clustering can be done with the Well Separated Pair Decompostion [1]. The
abstract procedure of the Fast Multipole Method to solve Trummer’s Problem is
sketched in algorithm 1.
Analysing the proposed algorithm one sees that the main steps upcast, conversion
and downcast require the multiplication of Laurent and Taylor series. For the ease
of implementation the multiplications of truncated series can be transformed into
multiplications of long integers, which have quasilinear bit-complexity. These integers
will be used throughout the complete algorithm, hence the data management becomes
clearer. We keep track of all errorbounds on our own and use long integers to encode
the real values, instead of relying on other frameworks for exact real arithmetic
[7]. This should result in faster runtimes and tighter errorbounds. Analysation of
the complete algorithm using the above representation in fact turns out be have
quasilinear bit-cost complexity. The need to implement a Fast Fourier Transformation
(FFT) to multiply polynomials and switch between diﬀerent data structures is not
necessary any more. N.B. The FFT is still mandatory to obtain quasilinear complexity,
but the implementation is moved to the long integer library, which is available in
most libraries, e.g. the GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library [3] contains a
hybrid algorithm which uses the FFT for very long integers.
Algorithm 1: The Fast Multipole Method
Input : N particles with
qi ∈ R and positions zi ∈ R for i = 1, . . . , N.
charges
q q
N
Output : (C(q, z) · q)i = j=1 zii−zjj = i Φ(zi ) for i = 1, . . . , N .
j=i

Compute WSPD: Compute the split tree T with associated WSPD W;
Intialize: Compute the Laurent series UL(z) for each leaf U ∈ T ;
Upcast: Compute the Laurent series UL(z) by combining the Laurent series V L(z)
and WL(z) for each node U ∈ T with the two corresponding children V, W ;
Conversion: Convert the Laurent series V L(z) of V into a Taylor series UT(z) of the
paired node U and vice versa for each pair (U, V ) ∈ W;
Downcast: Combine the old Taylor series UT(z) of U with the Taylor series V T(z)
of the parent node V for each node U ∈ T with the corresponding parent V ;
Evaluation: Evaluate the Taylor series UT(zU ) of U for each leaf U ∈ T ;
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To what extent are fractal dimensions preserved by projection mappings?
This is a fundamental question and a major area of inquiry within fractal geometry [1]. To be concrete, for all E ⊆ R2 and θ ∈ [0, 2π), deﬁne projθ E as
the orthogonal projection of E onto a line through the origin in direction θ.
We may ask what the Hausdorﬀ dimension dimH (projθ E) of this projected set
is. Marstrand’s projection theorem [8], a classical result in fractal geometry,
states that if E is analytic, then for almost all θ we have dimH (projθ E) =
min{dimH (E), 1}, which matches the trivial upper bound.
In this talk, we will consider an eﬀective and pointwise version of this question using the eﬀective Hausdorﬀ dimension of individual points [2, 4]. In particular, we will use the algorithmic information theoretic characterization of this
quantity: The (eﬀective Hausdorﬀ ) dimension of a point z ∈ R2 is
dim(z) = lim inf
r→∞

Kr (z)
,
r

where Kr (z) is the minimum Kolmogorov complexity of any rational point in
a disk of radius 2−r centered on x [9]. We will ask, for z ∈ R2 and θ ∈ [0, 2π),
what is the dimension dim(projθ z) of the projected point?
In a series of recent papers [5, 6, 7], Don Stull and I have addressed this
question, either directly or via its equivalent dual, which is determining the
dimension of a point (x, ax + b) given a, b, x ∈ R. In this talk I will survey
the results from those papers and explain the new eﬀective dimension bounding
technique that we developed. I will also discuss how such results can be—and
have been—used in conjunction with a point-to-set principle [3] to prove new,
entirely classical theorems.
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COMPUTABILITY IN A METRIC PLANE
ZVONKO ILJAZOVIĆ

Let X be a set, let l be a nonempty subset of X and let ≤ and ≥ be two mutually
reverse linear orders on l. Then we say that (l, {≤, ≥}) is a line in X. For A, B ∈ l
the line segment AB ⊆ l in (l, {≤, ≥}) is deﬁned in an obvious way. Similarly, each
A ∈ l determines two subsets of l called half-lines or rays.
We examine a metric space (X, d) together with a family L of lines in X such
that the following properties hold (usual axioms of geometry – axioms of incidence,
Pasch’s axiom, . . . ):
(i) for all A, B ∈ X, A = B, there exists a unique (l, u) ∈ L such that A, B ∈ l;
(ii) there exist A, B, C ∈ X such that there exists no (l, u) ∈ L with property
that A, B, C ∈ l;
(iii) if A, B, C ∈ X and (l, u) ∈ L are such that l ∩ AB = ∅, then l ∩ AC = ∅ or
l ∩ BC = ∅ (note that AB is well deﬁned by (i));
(iv) if A, B, C ∈ X, then d(A, B) = d(A, C) + d(C, B) if and only if C ∈ AB;
(v) if (l, u) ∈ L, A ∈ L and r is a ray determined by A and (l, u), then for each
x ∈ R, x > 0, there exists T ∈ r such that d(T, A) = x.
We will say that (X, d, L) is a metric plane. We consider a metric plane as an
abstract geometric structure. If we assume that certain additional properties (axioms) hold (among others Euclidean ﬁfth postulate), we get a geometric structure
which is actually the Euclidean plane (in that case it is possible to ﬁnd an isometry
between (X, d) and (R2 , p), where p is the Euclidean metric on R2 ).
If A, B are computable points in R2 , then the line segment AB is a computable
subset of R2 . The question is what can be said about this and similar results in a
metric plane, which is a more general structure than Euclidean plane. Of course,
we ﬁrst have to impose computability notions in the context of a metric plane.
We will do this in a very simple way. We will just ﬁx an eﬀective separating
sequence α in (X, d), i.e. a sequence α such that (X, d, α) is a computable metric
space. Then we have the notion of a computable point in (X, d, α), the notion of
a computable set in (X, d, α) etc. (That a nonempty compact set S in (X, d) is
computable in (X, d, α) means that we can for any k ∈ N eﬀectively ﬁnd a ﬁnite
subset of {αi | i ∈ N} which is 2−k -close to S in the sense of the Hausdorﬀ metric.)
We prove the following: if A, B ∈ X, A = B, are computable points in (X, d, α),
then the line segment AB (which is determined by the geometric structure L) is a
computable set in (X, d, α). We also examine computability in a metric plane of
other standard geometric objects such as lines and triangles.
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COMPUTABILITY OF SETS WHICH CAN BE APPROXIMATED
BY 2-CELLS
ZVONKO ILJAZOVIĆ AND BOJAN PAŽEK

We examine conditions under which a semicomputable set in a computable metric space is computable. We know that topology plays an important role in the
description of such conditions. Some topological properties can force a semicomputable set to be computable or at least to have computable points. For example,
if S is a semicomputable compact manifold with boundary such that ∂S is a semicomputable set, then S needs to be computable [4].
It is also known that a semicomputable continuum chainable from a to b, where
a and b are computable points, must be computable [2, 5]. So the question under
what conditions implication
(1)

∂S semicomputable =⇒ S computable

holds makes sense not just when S is a manifold (with boundary). Even when S is
not a manifold, we can naturally consider certain subset of S as its boundary and
ask whether (1) holds.
The following deﬁnition naturally arises. Let Δ and Σ be some topological
spaces such that Σ is a subspace of Δ. We say that the topological pair (Δ, Σ)
has computable type if for every computable metric space (X, d, α) and every
embedding f : Δ → X such that f (Δ) and f (Σ) are semicomputable sets in (X, d, α)
we have that f (Δ) is a computable set in (X, d, α).
So, if M is a compact manifold with boundary, then (M, ∂M ) has computable
type; if K is a continuum chainable from a to b, then (K, {a, b}) has computable
type.
It was proved recently in [6] that (D, W ) has computable type, where D is the
Warsaw disc and W is the Warsaw circle. The Warsaw circle W is deﬁned by
1
W = ({0} × [−2, 1]) ∪ {(x, sin ) | 0 < x ≤ 1} ∪ ({1} × [−2, sin 1]) ∪ ([0, 1] × {−2}) ,
x
see Figure 1. The Warsaw disc (see [8]) is the area of the plane bounded by the
Warsaw circle (together with the Warsaw circle), see Figure 2.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Note that the Warsaw circle is not a manifold. Also, the Warsaw disc is not a
manifold. However, these spaces “look like” a circle and a 2-cell respectively. The
same can be said for spaces shown in Figures 3 and 4. It is naturally to ask the

following question: does (Δ, Σ) have computable type if Σ is the space shown in
Figure 3 (the double Warsaw circle) and Δ is the space bounded by Σ? The same
question can be asked for the spaces shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

As an answer to these questions, we have Theorem 1. First, we need the following
notation.
Let I := [0, 1] and I 2 := I × I. We set
S1 := {0} × I, S2 := I × {0}, S3 := {1} × I, S4 := I × {1},
I 2 := I 2 \ S.
S = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 ∪ S4 and ˚
If (X, d) is a metric space, A ⊆ X and ε > 0, let Nε (A) denote the open εneighbourhood of A in (X, d). Let dH denote the Hausdorﬀ metric (on the set of
all nonempty compact sets in (X, d)).
Theorem 1. Suppose that Δ and Σ are compact subsets of R2 such that Σ ⊆ Δ
and such that the following holds:
(i) there exist compact sets Σ1 , Σ2 , Σ3 and Σ4 such that
Σ = Σ1 ∪ Σ2 ∪ Σ3 ∪ Σ4 ,

Σ1 ∩ Σ3 = ∅

Σ2 ∩ Σ4 = ∅;

and
2

2

(ii) for every ε > 0 there exists embedding f : I → R such that
I 2 ) = ∅,
f (I 2 ) ⊆ Δ, Σ ∩ f (˚
Δ \ f (I 2 ) ⊆ Nε (f (S))

and

dH (f (Si ), Σi ) < ε, ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.

Then the topological pair (Δ, Σ) has computable type.
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Computability of semicomputable polyhedra
Lucija Validžić
University of Zagreb, Croatia

Semicomputable sets in computable metric spaces are a generalisation of
sets of zero-points of computable functions Rn → R. These sets need not be
computable, not even in Rn , but some topological properties of a set S can
ensure that the implication
S semicomputable ⇒ S computable

(1)

holds. For example, if S is a compact manifold or a circularly chainable continuum which is not chainable, its semicomputability implies its computability.
On the other hand, if S is a compact manifold with boundary, additional assumptions are needed for the same conclusion. In [4] it has been proved that a
semicomputable compact manifold whose boundary is computable is necessarily
computable. Motivated by this result, we focus on sets which have the topological type of a polyhedron and we investigate suﬃcient conditions under which
the implication (1) holds. Topological 1-polyhedra are sets which are homeomorphic to a ﬁnite union of line segments in Rn . We show that (1) is true if S
is a topological 1-polyhedron whose boundary points (i.e. x ∈ S which have a
neighbourhood homeomorphic to [0, 1), by a homeomorphism which maps 0 to
x) are computable. When it comes to topological polyhedra of a higher dimension, we prove that (1) holds if S is a wedge of spheres. Moreover, we discuss
boundary conditions which would lead to the same conclusion as in the case of
1-polyhedra.
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Computability of Haar Averages
Dongseong Seon
KAIST, School of Computing

Deﬁnition 1. For
 any measure space (X, A, μ), average means the functional C(X) →
R s.t. maps f to X f dμ.
It is known that the average over the real interval [0, 1] is computable [1]. For averages over more general spaces, it is known that any probability measure can be
represented by a probabilistic process; and if we receive it as an input, we can
compute the average over topological space with respect to this measure [2]. However, Haar’s theorem states that on any compact topological group, there exists the
unique probability measure on the Borel subsets which is left-translation-invariant
and regular. It implies that the measure with such conditions is represented implicitly by the space.
Deﬁnition 2. For any compact topological group (X, ◦), we call an average with
the Haar probability measure as the Haar Average.
In this paper, I prove that Haar Averages are computable under natural and
mild assumption, which is more general than the average over the real interval [0, 1]
and diﬀerent from accepting the measure as an input, by assuming that the space
is a compact topological group. For the space hypothesis, [3] and [4] points out that
the “width” property is important for compact metric sets and introduce notions
called “separation bound” and “capacity”. I followed these spirits and assumed that
the sizes of maximal packings is computable where
Deﬁnition 3. For any compact metric space (X, d) and its subset T ⊆ X,
(1) T is called a n-packing if x ∈ T, y ∈ T ⇒ x = y ∨ d(x, y) > 2−n
(2) κX : N → N is called the sizes of maximal packings if
κX (n) :=

max

T is a n-packing

|T |

(3) T is called a maximal n-packing if it is a n-packing and |T | = κX (n).
Note that these deﬁnitions are very similar to [3] and thus natural, but slightly
diﬀerent. I also assumed the space is a computable metric space with bi-invariant
metric, which means there is an encoding of some countable dense set and metric function, which takes this encodings as an input and outputs the distance, is
computable.
Theorem 4. Assume that the space (X, d, ◦) is a compact topological group and a
computable metric space with bi-invariant metric. Assume that the sizes of maximal
packings is computable. Then the Haar Average functional is computable.
I approximate the measure of sets using maximal packings, which is represented by
the following lemma:

Deﬁnition 5. B r (U ) := x∈U B r (x), B −r (U ) := {x ∈ U : B r (x) ⊆ U }
Lemma 6. For measurable set U ⊆ X, n ∈ N and maximal n-packing T ,
T ∩ B 2−n+1 (U )
T ∩ B −2−n+1 (U )
≤ μ(U ) ≤
|T |
|T |

But the above lemma is useless if we cannot approximate the number of points
of T in B ±2−n+1 (U ). But closed balls have nice characteristics and one can make
partitions from closed balls and approximate measures, by following lemmas:
Deﬁnition 7. For any compact metric space (X, d) and its subset T ⊆ X,
(1) We say a measurable set T is a point of continuity if limr→0 B r (T ) exists.
(2) We say r is a radius of continuity if r is a continuity point of the function that
maps r ∈ R to μ(B r ) ∈ R (This is well-deﬁned. See lemma 8).
Recall that a closed set S is called computable if for any p ∈ X, d(S, p) is computable.
Lemma 8. For any compact topological group (X, d, ◦) with computable metric, if
sizes of maximal packings is computable then
(1) For any centers p, q ∈ X, μ(B r (p)) = μ(B r (q))
(2) The set of radiuses of continuity is dense in R. Moreover, for any a, b ∈ Q, we
can eﬀectively ﬁnd some radius of continuity r ∈ [a, b].
(3) Sets made with ﬁnite union, intersection, closure of complement of closed balls
with computable center and radius are computable.
(4) Sets made with ﬁnite union, intersection, complement of points of continuity
are also points of continuity.
(5) If measurable sets T and T c are points of continuity and computable then μ(T )
is computable.
Here’s the overview of the proof: We compute some maximal n-packing
T from its

size. Next, compute radius of contiunity r big enough s.t. X ⊆ p∈T B r (p). And
then exclude overlapping parts from balls to make them disjoint, and form a partition. Since each fragment is formed by ﬁnite union, intersection and complement,
we can compute its measure and multiply with the function value at each center.
The total sum of these product approximates the Haar Average because we can
control the error by the uniform continuity of the input function f .
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Never underestimate pigeons
Ludovic Patey
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The infinite pigeonhole principle for k-colors (RT1k ) asserts, for every kcoloring of the integers, the existence of an infinite monochromatic set. This
principle can be considered as a problem, whose instances are k-colorings of
N. A solution to an instance is an infinite monochromatic set. The analysis of
a problem usually consists in proving lower bounds and upper bounds on the
strength of the problem, in the former case by constructing an instance with only
complex solutions, and in the latter case by showing that every instance admits
a simple solution. The precise meaning of complex and simple depends on the
chosen paradigm, eg, proof theory, computability theory, complexity theory.
At first, the pigeonhole principle seems trivial from a computational viewpoint, as for every computable k-coloring of the integers, one can find (although
not uniformly) a computable infinite monochromatic set. However, the study of
arbitrary instances of the pigeonhole principle happened to be surprisingly complicated, and was responsible for major advances in reverse mathematics, proof
theory and computability theory. In particular, the pigeonhole principle can be
seen as a bootstrap of Ramsey’s theory, and its combinatorial analysis admits a
translation into a computational analysis of Ramsey’s theorem for pairs (RT22 ).
The pigeonhole principle is therefore at the heart of major open problems, such a
the failure of the so-called Big Five phenomenon [4] in reverse mathematics with
Seetapun’s theorem [6], but also plays a central role in Liu’s theorem [2], who
proved that Ramsey’s theorem for pairs does not imply weak König’s lemma.
The analysis of the first-order [5] and second-order [1] parts of the pigeonhole
principle yielded new techniques which will likely be applicable in other areas of
logics.
The most recent development was done by Monin and the author [3], who
proved that pigeons do not jump high, and do not double jump high too/two,
by introducing a new forcing notion with a fine control of the jump. Monin and
the author obtained a similar result for every iteration of the jump, although
the author could sadly not find a pun at every level of the hierarchy.
In this talk, we will survey the combinatorial and computational analysis of
the pigeonhole principle, with a primary focus on reverse mathematics, and will
introduce the major open problems related to it.
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NEARLY COMPUTABLE NUMBERS
PHILIP JANICKI

In this paper we introduce the concept of the nearly computably convergent sequences, which
generalizes the well-known concept of the computably convergent sequences. We will only
consider sequences of rational numbers. Let x be a real number. We say that a sequence (xn )n
converges computably to x if there is a computable function u : N → N such that for all n ∈ N
and for all i ≥ u(n) the inequality |x − xi | < 2−n holds. A real number is called computable
if there is a computable sequence that converges computably to it. The set of the computable
numbers is denoted by EC.
Deﬁnition 1.
(1) A sequence (xn )n is called nearly computably convergent if it is convergent and for every
computable increasing function s : N → N the sequence (xs(n+1) − xs(n) )n converges
computably.
(2) A real number is called nearly computable if there is a computable sequence converging
nearly computably to it.
(3) The set of all nearly computable numbers is denoted by NC.
It is not diﬃcult to show that every computably convergent sequence is nearly computably
convergent. So we have the implication that every computable number is nearly computable.
On the other side, every nearly computable number is computably approximable by deﬁnition.
We say that a real number is computably approximable if there is a computable sequence that
converges to it. The set of the computably approximable numbers is denoted by CA. Not
every computably approximable number is nearly computable. For example,
for any computably

enumerable set A ⊆ N that is not computable the number x := n∈A 2−n is computably
approximable but not nearly computable. In fact, it is even a left-computable number. We
say that a real number is left-computable if there is a computable increasing sequence converging
to it. The set of the left-computable numbers is denoted by LC.
Theorem 2. For a left-computable number x ∈ [0; 1] the following are equivalent:
(1) There is a computable sequence converging nearly computably to x, that is x ∈ NC.
(2) There is a computable increasing sequence converging nearly computably to x.
(3) Every computable increasing sequence converging to x converges nearly computably.
(4) For every computable increasing sequence (xn )n converging to x the sequence (xn+1 −xn )n
converges computably to zero.
 −|w|
(5) Every computably enumerable preﬁx-free set L ⊆ {0, 1}∗ with
2
= x is computable.
w∈L

The ﬁrst four properties in Theorem 2 are equivalent even for arbitrary left-computable numbers.
The equivalence of the fourth and the ﬁfth property has been proved by Stephan and Wu in [5].
Deﬁnition 3. LNC := LC ∩ NC
Downey and LaForte have shown [2] that there is an incomputable left-computable number that
satisﬁes the ﬁfth condition of Theorem 2. Thus, EC  LNC. If we look at the arithmetical
properties of NC, we get to the following result.

Theorem 4. The set NC is a real closed ﬁeld.
Since the set LNC is a subset of LC and has also incomputable members, it does not form a
ﬁeld, but there exists a smallest ﬁeld containing all nearly computable left-computable numbers.
In order to construct the arithmetical closure of LNC, we deﬁne the following set.
Deﬁnition 5. DLNC := {α − β | α, β ∈ LNC}
Theorem 6. The set DLNC is a real closed ﬁeld.
This construction is similar to the one for the arithmetical closure of the left-computable numbers,
which is the set of the weakly computable numbers introduced [1] by Ambos-Spies,Weihrauch and
∞
Zheng. A sequence (xn )n is called weakly computably convergent if the series i=0 |xi+1 − xi |
converges. A real number is weakly computable if there is a computable sequence converging
weakly computably to it. The set of the weakly computable numbers is denoted by WC and it
is also a real closed ﬁeld [3]. Furthermore [1], a real number x is weakly computable if and only
if there exist left-computable numbers α and β with x = α − β.
Deﬁnition 7. WNC := WC ∩ NC
Since WC and NC are real closed ﬁelds, the set WNC is a real closed ﬁeld, too. Obviously
DLNC is a subset of WNC, but the converse is not true. The proof of this theorem is an
inﬁnite injury priority construction.
Theorem 8. There is an x ∈ WNC \ DLNC.
In order to prove that WNC is a proper subset of NC, we will use the deﬁnition of the divergence
bounded computable numbers that have been introduced [4] by Rettinger, Zheng, Gengler and
von Braunmühl. For a function f : N → N we deﬁne [6] that a sequence (xn )n converges
f -eﬀectively if for every n ∈ N there exist at most f (n) non-overlapping pairs of indices (i, j) ∈ N2
with i, j ≥ n and |xi − xj | ≥ 2−n . Two pairs of indices (i1 , j1 ), (i2 , j2 ) ∈ N2 are non-overlapping
if i1 < j1 ≤ i2 < j2 or i2 < j2 ≤ i1 < j1 holds. A real number is called f -eﬀectively computable
if there is a computable sequence converging f -eﬀectively to it. It is called divergence bounded
computable if it is f -eﬀectively computable for a computable function f : N → N. The set of all
divergence bounded computable numbers is denoted by DBC. It has been proven [4] that WC
is a proper subset of DBC.
Theorem 9. There is an x ∈ NC \ DBC.
The proof of this theorem is an inﬁnite injury priority construction similar to the one used in
[2]. Finally, we have the following hierarchy:
EC  LNC  DLNC  WNC  NC  CA
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Computable metrics above the standard real metric
R. A. Kornev
We study the notion of computable categoricity for the space of real numbers
viewed as a metric space with the rationals as a dense subset. In other words, we
try to construct computably inequivalent (in the sense of TTE [1]) computable
metrics on the real line. In this setting, the following notions of computable
reducibility of metrics are considered. Let (X, τ ) be a Polish space with a dense
subset W , let ρ and ρ be complete metrics on X that induce topology τ . Say
that ρ is computably reducible to ρ (ρ ≤c ρ ) if δρ is computably reducible to
δρ , where δρ and δρ are respective Cauchy representations of spaces (X, ρ, W )
and (X, ρ , W ). Furthermore, ρ is weakly reducible to ρ (ρ ≤ch ρ ) if there is a
(δρ , δρ )-computable autohomeomorphism of X.
In [2] it was proved that there exists an inﬁnite sequence of computable
metrics on R below the standard metric ρR in the ordering ≤ch (in particular,
R has computable dimension ω). In the present talk we show that a similar
construction can be carried out to obtain metrics above ρR , thus ρR is not
maximal among all computable metrics. More precisely, the following result is
established.
Theorem. ω <ω is embeddable into the ordering ≤ch of computable metrics
above ρR ; that is, there exists a sequence of computable metrics (ρi )i∈ω on R
such that ρR ≤c ρi for all i ∈ ω and the ordering ((ρi )i∈ω , ≤ch ) is isomorphic to
ω <ω .
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EFFECTIVE COMPACTNESS AND UNIQUENESS OF
MAXIMAL COMPUTABILITY STRUCTURES
KONRAD BURNIK AND ZVONKO ILJAZOVIĆ

A computability structure S on a metric space (X, d) is a set of sequences in X
such that the following two properties hold:
(1) if (xi ), (yj ) ∈ S, then the distances d(xi , yj ) can be eﬀectively computed;
(2) if (xi ) ∈ S and (yj ) is a sequence in X which can be computed from (xi ),
then (yj ) ∈ S.
For example, if (X, d, α) is a computable metric space, then the set Sα of all computable sequences in this space is a computability structure on (X, d). Computability structures of this form are called separable.
A computability structure S on (X, d) is called maximal if there is no computability structure T on (X, d) such that S ⊆ T and S = T . Each separable
computability structure is maximal, but a maximal computability structure need
not be separable. For example, there is a unique separable computability structure on [0, 1], but there are inﬁnitely (uncountably) many maximal computability
structures on [0, 1].
If S is a computability structure on (X, d) and x ∈ X such that (x, x, x, . . . ) ∈ S,
then we say that x is a computable point in S.
If (X, d) is a metric space and a0 , . . . , an ∈ X such that d(ai , aj ) is a computable
number for all i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, then we say that a0 , . . . , an is an eﬀective sequence
in (X, d). If a0 , . . . , an is an eﬀective sequence in (X, d), then there exists a maximal
computability structure M on (X, d) in which the points a0 , . . . , an are computable.
However, such a maximal computability structure need not be unique. The general question is: under what conditions such a maximal computability structure is
unique. It is known that in the case of a subspace of Euclidean space geometric
independence of points a0 , . . . , an is important in the description of such conditions (that points a0 , . . . , an are geometrically independent means that the vectors
a1 − a0 , . . . , an − a0 are linearly independent). In particular, if a0 , . . . , an is a geometrically independent eﬀective sequence in Rn (where we consider the Euclidean
metric on Rn ), then there exists a unique maximal computability structure on Rn
in which these points are computable.
In a general metric space the notion of geometric independence of points does
not make sense. The following observation gives an idea on how to proceed in the
general case: if a0 , . . . , an are geometrically independent points in Rn , then for each
x ∈ Rn the distances d(x, a0 ), . . . , d(x, an ) uniquely determine x. So we have the
following natural deﬁnition.
Suppose (X, d) is a metric space, n ∈ N and a0 , . . . , an is a ﬁnite sequence of
points in X such that for all x, y ∈ X the following implication holds:
if d(ai , x) = d(ai , y) for each i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, then x = y.
Then we say that a0 , . . . , an is a nice sequence in (X, d).
Now the question is: if the ﬁnite sequence a0 , . . . , an is nice and eﬀective in
(X, d), is a maximal computability structure M on (X, d) in which the given points
are computable unique? It is easy to show that the answer is negative in general.
However, under certain additional assumptions, we prove that M is unique.

A metric space (X, d) is said to be eﬀectively compact if there exist an eﬀective
separating sequence α in (X, d) and a computable function f : N → N such that
X = B(α0 , 2−k ) ∪ · · · ∪ B(αf (k) , 2−k )
for each k ∈ N. It is known that if (X, d) is eﬀectively compact, then for each
eﬀective separating sequence α in (X, d) there exists such a computable function f .
Theorem 1. Let (X, d) be an eﬀectively compact metric space. Suppose a0 , . . . , an
is a nice sequence in (X, d) and suppose that there exists a separable computability structure S on (X, d) in which a0 , . . . , an are computable points. Then S is
a unique maximal computability structure on (X, d) in which a0 , . . . , an are computable points.
We also examine certain subspaces of Rn , where we consider metrics diﬀerent
from the Euclidean metric, for example, the supremum (maximum) metric, and we
ﬁnd conditions under which maximal computability structures on these spaces are
unique.
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Co-Polish spaces in Computable Analysis
Matthias Schröder
March 29, 2018

We present and investigate the class of Co-Polish spaces. Co-Polish spaces play a big
role in Type Two Complexity Theory. The name originates from the characterisation
of a Co-Polish space X to be a regular sequential space for which the space C(X, R) of
continuous real-valued functions on X equipped with the compact-open topology is a
Polish space (i.e., separable and completely metrisable).
The pivotal property which exhibits Co-Polish spaces as suitable for parametrized
complexity theory is their characterisation as an inductive limit of an increasing sequence of compact metrisable spaces. This fact allows the measurement of time complexity of functions between Co-Polish spaces in terms of two discrete parameters: on
the one hand in terms of the output precision, as it is typical for complexity theory on
the real numbers, and on the other hand, like in classical complexity theory, in terms
of a discrete parameter on the input, namely the index of a compact metric subspace
in which the input x lies.
As their major advantage, Co-Polish spaces have the property that one can assign to
each element a natural number as their size (length), like in discrete complexity theory.
An upper bound of this size can be computed from any name of x. By contrast, for
treating general spaces occuring in Computable Analysis (like the function space RR )
one has to resort to deﬁning the size (length) of an input as an element of the Baire
space, as in A. Kawamura’s and S. Cook’s approach to complexity in Computable
Analysis.
Examples of Co-Polish spaces are all locally compact separable metrisable spaces (e.g.
the Euclidean space R), Silva spaces known from the theory of locally convex vector
spaces (i.e. the space of distributions with compact support) and, more generally, vector
space duals of separable Banach spaces formed in the category of sequentially locally
convex qcb-spaces.

A note on the descriptive complexity of
the upper and double powerspaces
Matthew de Brecht
Graduate School of Human and Environmental Studies, Kyoto University, Japan
matthew@i.h.kyoto-u.ac.jp

Given a topological space X, O(X) denotes the lattice of open subsets of X with the Scott-topology,
K(X) denotes the space of saturated compact subsets of X with the upper-Vietoris topology, and A(X)
denotes the space of closed subsets of X with the lower-Vietoris topology (see [5]). If X is countably based
and sober, then A(X), K(X), and O(O(X)) are all countably based and sober. These and other powerspaces
frequently appear in computable analysis and the theory of represented spaces [1, 9, 8, 7, 4]. Our main result
is about the complexity of K(X) and O(O(X)) when X is a countably based co-analytic sober space.
A subspace S ⊆ X of a quasi-Polish space X is analytic (or Σ11 ) if there exists a continuous function
f : NN → X such that the range of f is equal to S (see [2]). A subspace of a quasi-Polish space is co-analytic
(or Π11 ) if its complement is analytic. A countably based space is analytic (co-analytic) if it is homeomorphic
to an analytic (co-analytic) subspace of a quasi-Polish space.
A space is a Baire space if the intersection of any countable sequence of dense open subsets is dense. A
space is completely Baire if each of its closed subspaces is a Baire space. If X is a countably based completely
Baire space, then so is every Π02 -subspace of X ([3], Theorem 4.1).
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1. The following are equivalent for every countably based co-analytic sober space X:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

K(X) is analytic,
K(X) is completely Baire,
O(O(X)) is analytic,
O(O(X)) is completely Baire,
X is quasi-Polish.




It is well-known that a similar result (restricted to metrizable spaces) holds for the Vietoris powerspace
(see Exercise 33.5 in [6]). Note that the Vietoris powerspace has a strictly ﬁner topology than the powerspace
K(X) deﬁned here.
The proof of Theorem 1 will easily follow from previous results and Lemma 1 below. In the following, we
 Π02 (Y ) to mean that X is homeomorphic to a Π02 -subspace of Y . We also recall the deﬁnition
will write X ∈
of the countable space S0 from [3]. The underlying set of S0 is N<N (all ﬁnite strings of natural numbers),
and a subbasis for the closed subsets of S0 is given by sets of the form {τ ∈ N<N |σ  τ }, where σ ∈ N<N
and  is the preﬁx relation. Note that the specialization order of S0 is the inverse of the preﬁx relation.
 Π02 (K(S0 )).
Lemma 1. If S ⊆ NN is co-analytic then S ∈
Proof. For σ ∈ N<N , let σ0 be the substring of σ of elements with even indices, and let σ1 be the odd
elements. We write σ  τ for the concatenation of σ and τ , and |σ| for the length of σ. Our notation will
treat N and N2 as subspaces of N<N . Fix an enumeration {τn }n∈N of N<N .
Sets of the form {K ∈ K(S0 ) | τn ∈ K} (for n ∈ N) form a subbase for the open subsets of K(S0 ). It is
easy to see that the elements of K(S0 ) are precisely the well founded trees on N, which is the underlying set
of a standard example of a Π11 -complete set [6] (note that the topology on K(S0 ) is strictly weaker than the
more standard zero-dimensional topology used in [6]).
We use the notation ↑σ = {x ∈ NN |σ  x} for basic clopen subsets of NN . Let U ⊆ NN × NN be open
such that S = {x ∈ NN | (∀y ∈ NN )x, y ∈ U }. For x ∈ NN deﬁne
α(x) = {0  σ ∈ N<N | σ0  x & ↑σ0 × ↑σ1 ⊆ U ]}
β(x) = {1  n ∈ N2 | τn  x} ∪ {2  n ∈ N2 | τn  x}


This work was supported by JSPS Core-to-Core Program, A. Advanced Research Networks and by JSPS KAKENHI
Grant Number 18K11166.

Deﬁne γ : S → K(S0 ) so that γ(x) is the saturation of α(x) ∪ β(x). It is easy to see that γ is continuous and
well-deﬁned (the choice of U guarantees that α(x) does not contain an inﬁnite branch if and only if x ∈ S).
Furthermore, τn  x if and only if 2  n ∈ γ(x), hence γ is an embedding.
Let G be the set of all K ∈ K(S0 ) such that the following hold (n, m ∈ N and σ ∈ N<N ):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

(∀n)[1  n ∈ K ⇐⇒ 2  n ∈ K]
(∀m, n satisfying τn  τm )[1  m ∈ K ⇒ 1  n ∈ K]
(∀m, n satisfying τn  τm )[1  m ∈ K ⇒ 1  n ∈ K]
(∀m)(∃n)[m ≤ |τn | & 2  n ∈ K]
(∀σ satisfying |σ| > 1)[1  σ ∈ K & 2  σ ∈ K]
(∀n > 2) n ∈ K
(∀σ, n satisfying τn = σ0 )[0  σ ∈ K ⇐⇒ (1  n ∈ K & ↑σ0 × ↑σ1 ⊆ U )]

Each of the conditions above correspond to a countable intersection of ﬁnite boolean combinations of open
subsets of K(S0 ), hence G is a Π02 -subspace of K(S0 ). It is easy to verify that γ(x) ∈ G for each x ∈ S.
Fix K ∈ G and let P = {τn ∈ N<N | 1n ∈ K}. The second and third conditions guarantee that P is closed
under preﬁxes and linearly ordered by , and the ﬁrst and fourth conditions guarantee that the lengths of the
strings in P are unbounded. Hence there is a unique x ∈ NN such that τn  x ⇐⇒ τn ∈ P ⇐⇒ 1  n ∈ K.
Condition one now implies 2  n ∈ K ⇐⇒ τn  x, and using the ﬁfth condition we have that the strings in
K starting with 1 or 2 are exactly the strings in β(x). The remaining non-empty strings in K must begin
with 0 because of the sixth condition, and the seventh condition guarantees that these remaining strings are
precisely the elements of α(x). The compactness of K implies α(x) has no inﬁnite branch, hence x ∈ S and


K = γ(x). Therefore, γ is a homeomorphism between S and the Π02 -subspace G of K(S0 ).
Using Lemma 1, we can now prove Theorem 1 as follows. First note that if X is quasi-Polish, then K(X)
and O(O(X)) are quasi-Polish (see [4, 5]), so items (1) through (4) all follow from (5). So assume that X
is a countably based co-analytic sober space which is not quasi-Polish. Then X contains a Π02 -subspace S
which is homeomorphic to either Q or S0 (see [3]). It was shown in ([4], Corollary 5.5) that K(Q) is not
analytic, and Lemma 1 implies that K(S0 ) is not analytic, hence K(S) is not analytic. Furthermore, K(S)
 Π02 (K(S0 )) (Lemma 1 above).
 Π02 (K(Q)) ([5], Proposition 8) and Q ∈
is not completely Baire because Q ∈
0
 Π02 (A(X)) ([5], Proposition 3),
 Π2 (K(X)) by ([4], Theorem 5.3). Sobriety of X implies X ∈
We have K(S)∈
0
0


hence S ∈ Π2 (A(X)), which implies K(S) ∈ Π2 (K(A(X))). Since K(A(X)) and O(O(X)) are homeomorphic
 Π02 (O(O(X))). Thus K(X) and O(O(X)) both have a Π02 -subspace which
([5], Theorem 22) we have K(S) ∈
is neither analytic nor completely Baire. Both of these properties are hereditary under Π02 -subspaces, hence
items (1) through (4) do not hold for X. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
It would be interesting to see if an eﬀective (light-faced) version of Lemma 1 holds, and also to have a
full characterization of the Π02 -subspaces of K(Q) and K(S0 ). We also have the following question.
Question 1. If X is a QCB0 -space and O(X) is a countably based analytic space, then is O(X) quasi-Polish?
The author has learned from M. Schröder that his previous results ([10], Theorem 7.3) imply that the
above question has a positive answer if X is Hausdorﬀ, even when the “analytic” assumption is removed.
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Trees Describing Topological Weihrauch Degrees
of Multivalued Functions
Peter Hertling
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In his PhD thesis [1, 2, 3] the author has considered functions deﬁned on a
subset of the Baire space with ﬁnite discrete range (one may call them partial
k-partitions if k is an upper bound for the cardinality of the range) and has
described the ﬁnite initial segments of the three hierarchies of such functions
under
1. Wadge reducibility,
2. continuous strong Weihrauch reducibility, and
3. continuous Weihrauch reducibility
For the description he used certain trees that describe the discontinuities of such
functions and three suitable reducibility relations between forests consisting
of such trees. In addition he described the initial segment of the continuous
Weihrauch degrees of functions deﬁned on the Baire space with discrete range
(not necessarily ﬁnite) by suitable trees and forests and a suitable reducibility
relation on forests. The result for Wadge reducibility of partial k-partitions was
extended by Selivanov ﬁrst to all Δ02 -measurable k-partitions [6], later to all
Δ03 -measurable k-partitions [7], and recently by Kihara and Montalbán to all
Borel measurable functions f : NN → B where B is any better-quasi-order [4].
We suggest deﬁnitions of continuous strong Weihrauch reducibility and of
continuous Weihrauch reducibility on the set of functions f :⊆ NN → B where
B is any quasi-order. Then we present descriptions of the corresponding topological strong Weihrauch degrees and of the topological Weihrauch degrees of
Δ02 measurable functions f :⊆ NN → B, where B is any better-quasi-order,
by suitable trees and forests and suitable reducibility relations on forests. We
also consider Wadge degrees. Furthermore, we show that this leads to a similar description of the Wadge degrees, the topological strong Weihrauch degrees
and the topological Weihrauch degrees of Δ02 measurable multivalued functions
R :⊆ X → Y where X is any countably based T0 space and Y is any ﬁnite discrete space (these degrees are deﬁned in the usual sense via admissible
representations [5] of countably based T0 spaces and by continuous reduction

functions on the Baire space; in complete analogy to the nowadays more common strong Weihrauch degrees and Weihrauch degrees deﬁned by computable
reduction functions on the Baire space). At present we are working on extending this to Borel measurable functions with range in a better-quasi-order and
to Borel measurable multivalued functions with ﬁnite discrete range, following
[7, 4].
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The Wadge-like Degrees of Borel Functions
V.L. Selivanov
A.P. Ershov Institute of Informatics Systems SB RAS
and Kazan Federal University
For subsets A, B of the Baire space N = ω ω , A is Wadge reducible to B
(A ≤W B), if A = f −1 (B) for some continuous function f on N . The quotientposet of the preorder (P (N ); ≤W ) under the induced equivalence relation ≡W
on the power-set of N is called the structure of Wadge degrees in N . W. Wadge
[8] characterised the structure of Wadge degrees of Borel sets (i.e., the quotientposet of (Δ11 (N ); ≤W )) up to isomorphism. In particular this quotient-poset is
well-founded and has no 3 pairwise incomparable elements.
There are several reasons and several ways to generalise the Wadge theory.
For example, one can consider other natural classes of reducing functions in
place of the continuous functions. For any pointclass Γ ⊆ P (N ), by Γ-function
we mean a function f on N such that f −1 (A) ∈ Γ for each A ∈ Γ. Since the
Γ-functions are closed under composition and contain the identity function, we
obtain the corresponding Γ-reducibility ≤Γ . Among such reducibilities are Δ0α reducibilities, for each non-zero countable ordinal α. Note that Δ01 -reducibility
coincides with the Wadge reducibility. We shorten the notation ≤Δ0α to ≤α ,
so ≤1 coincides with ≤W . The Δ0α -functions and Δ0α -reducibilities (among the
much larger class of so called Borel amenable reducibilities) were comprehensively investigated by L. Motto-Ros (see [4] and references therein). In particular, the quotient-posets of (Δ11 (N ); ≤α ) and (Δ11 (N ); ≤W ) are isomorphic (in
symbols, (Δ11 (N ); ≤α ) " (Δ11 (N ); ≤W )).
Another extension of the Wadge theory is the extension from the case of
subsets of N to the case of functions A : N → Q to an arbitrary quasi-order
Q. For such functions A, B, let A ≤W B mean that there is a continuous
function f on N such that A(x) ≤Q B(f (x)) for each x ∈ N . The case of
sets corresponds to the case when Q consists of two incomparable elements.
Let WQ = (Δ11 (QN ); ≤W ) where Δ11 (QN ) is the set of functions A such that
A−1 (q) ∈ Δ11 (N ) for each q ∈ Q. A theorem of van Engelen, Miller and
Steel (see Theorem 3.2 in [1]) states that if Q is a countable better quasi-order
then WQ is a better quasi-order. Although this theorem gives an important
information about the quotient-poset of WQ , it is far from a characterisation.
Many eﬀorts (see e.g. [2, 5, 6, 7] and references therein) to characterise the
quotient-poset of WQ were devoted to the particular case of k-partitions of N
where Q is the anti-chain with k elements, for each 2 ≤ k < ω. Our approach in
[5, 6, 7] to this problem was to characterise the initial segments (Δ0α (k N ); ≤W )
for bigger and bigger ordinals 2 ≤ α < ω1 . To achieve this, we deﬁned the
structures of iterated labeled forests with the so called homomorphism quasiorder and discovered useful properties of some natural operations on the iterated
labeled forests.

An important progress was recently achieved in [3] where a full characterisation of the quotient-poset of WQ for arbitrary countable better quasi-order Q
is obtained, with a heavy use of the (suitably extended) iterated labeled forests
and of methods of classical computability theory.
In this work, we unite the above-mentioned extensions of the Wadge theory
by characterising the quotient-posets of (Δ11 (QN ); ≤α ), of their variations for
several other Borel amenable reducibilities (which are extended to QN in the
obvious way), and natural initial segments of such quotient-posets. For quasiorders P and Q, let P " Q mean that the quotient-posets of P and Q are
isomorphic. A typical result (extending the above-mentioned result of L. Motto
Ros) may be formulated as follows:
Theorem 1 For any countable better quasi-order Q and any non-zero countable
ordinal α, (Δ11 (QN ); ≤α ) " (Δ11 (QN ); ≤W ).
We deduce this theorem from the following fact which follows by induction
from the results (mentioned) in [3]: for all α, β, γ < ω1 with α, β > 0 we
have (Δ0α+γ ; ≤α ) " (Δ0β+γ ; ≤β ). Among particular cases and variations of this
result we mention
the following: (Δ0ω (QN ); ≤n ) " (Δ0ω (QN ); ≤W ) for each

2 ≤ n < ω; ( k<ω Δ0k (QN ); ≤n ) " ( k<ω Δ0k (QN ); ≤W ) for each 2 ≤ n < ω;
(Δ07 (QN ); ≤3 ) " (Δ05 (QN ); ≤W ).
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The Moschovakis extension of a set B is the set B ∗ deﬁned in [Mo69]. Assuming without
loss of generality that no element of the set B is an ordered pair, one builds B ∗ as the closure
of B ∪ {o} under formation of ordered pairs, where o (denoted by 0 in [Mo69]) is some object
which does not belong to B and also is not an ordered pair. Certain relative computability
notions for functions in B ∗ are introduced and studied in the mentioned paper. The functions
considered there are, in general, multi-valued. In the case of single-valued functions, one of these
notions, namely absolute prime computability, seems to be able to cover any reasonable kind of
deterministic computability by means of programs using some given functions.
In [Sk18], a certain link between computability of the above-mentioned kind and TTE computability is indicated in the case when some representation of the set B is given. An appropriate
related representation of B ∗ is used for that purpose. The present paper generalizes to the case
of multi-representations some of the results from [Sk18] and extends them. Two kinds of TTE
computability are considered. The ﬁrst of them is the usual computability via realizations, with
the restriction that only single-valued realizations may be used. The other computability we consider is a Brattka style one – it is in the sense of [Br03, Deﬁnition 7.1], appropriately generalized
for the case of multi-representations.1 We establish some statements which are in the same vein
as [Br96, Theorem 31], [We00, Theorems 3.1.6 and 3.1.7], [Br03, Theorem 8.3] and the results
in [We08]. For single-valued functions, we prove the TTE computability of any function which
is absolutely prime computable in some TTE computable functions. A similar result holds for
multi-valued functions, but with an analog of absolute prime computability.
Let γ be a multi-representation of the set B. We construct a multi-representation γ ∗ of the
set B ∗ with the following properties, where the mentioned computability is the usual one:
• the identity function of B is both (γ, γ ∗ )- and (γ ∗ , γ)-computable;
• the ordered pair operation in B ∗ is (γ ∗ , γ ∗ , γ ∗ )-computable;
• the two unary partial functions in B ∗ which transform ordered pairs into their ﬁrst and
their second components are (γ ∗ , γ ∗ )-computable;
• the element o is γ ∗ -computable, and so is the mapping of B ∗ into N which maps o, the
elements of B and all other elements of B ∗ into 0, 1 and 2, respectively.
We prove that any two multi-representations of the set B ∗ with these properties are equivalent.
When considering functions in B ∗ , it is not an essential restriction to conﬁne oneself to
unary ones. Let F be the set of all unary partial multi-valued functions in B ∗ (the set of the
1 The corresponding deﬁnition reads as follows: if γ and γ  are multi-representations of X and X  , respectively,
and ϕ is a partial multi-valued function from X to X  then ϕ is said to be Brattka style (γ, γ  )-computable if
a computable partial mapping β of dom(γ) × NN into dom(γ  ) exists such that the following holds whenever
p ∈ dom(γ) and x ∈ γ(p) ∩ dom(ϕ):

N
• (p, q) ∈ 
dom(β)
  and γ (β(p, q))
∩ ϕ(x) = ∅ for all q ∈ N ;
• ϕ(x) ⊆
γ (β(p, q))  q ∈ NN .

single-valued ones can be regarded as a subset of F). It is shown in [Sk92] that a function
ϕ ∈ F is absolutely prime computable in some given functions ψ1 , . . . , ψl ∈ F iﬀ ϕ can be
obtained from ψ1 , . . . , ψl and the functions π and δ from [Mo69] by ﬁnitely many applications
of three natural operations, namely the usual composition in F and the following two ones:
θ1 , θ2 → λx.θ1 (x) × θ2 (x) (this operation is called combination in [Sk92] and juxtaposition in
[Br96, Br03, We08]) and θ1 , θ2 → ι, where y ∈ ι(x) iﬀ a ﬁnite sequence z0 , z1 , . . . , zn of elements
of B ∗ exists such that z0 = x, zn = y,
zi ∈ dom(θ1 ) ∩ dom(θ2 ) & θ2 (zi ) \ (B ∪ {o}) = ∅ & zi+1 ∈ θ1 (zi )

(1)

for all i < n, and zn ∈ dom(θ2 ), θ2 (zn ) ∩ (B ∪ {o}) = ∅ (the function ι is called the iteration of θ1
controlled by θ2 in [Sk92]). Making use of this characterization of absolute prime computability,
we prove the (γ ∗ , γ ∗ )-computability of any function from F which is absolutely prime computable
in some single-valued (γ ∗ , γ ∗ )-computable functions from F.
To get a similar result for arbitrary functions in F, we consider a new triple of operations,
namely we replace the ﬁrst and the last of the above three operations with certain modiﬁcations of
them, the results of applying the modiﬁed operations being appropriate restrictions of the results
of applying the original ones. The modiﬁed composition is one used in [Br96, We00, Br03, We08],
and the modiﬁed iteration operation is θ1 , θ2 → ι  E, where ι is the same as above, and E is the
set of the elements x of B ∗ such that
• no inﬁnite sequence z0 , z1 , z2 , . . . of elements of B ∗ exists with z0 = x and (1) holding for
all i;

• zn ∈ dom(θ2 ) & θ2 (zn ) \ (B ∪ {o}) = ∅ ⇒ zn ∈ dom(θ1 ) whenever z0 , z1 , . . . , zn is a ﬁnite
sequence of elements of B ∗ with z0 = x and (1) holding for all i < n.
It turns out that (γ ∗ , γ ∗ )-computability (including the Brattka style one) is preserved by each of
the operations from the new triple.
Remark. A natural ternary operation of branching is omitted in both lists because it is
expressible through the three listed operations.
The First Recursion Theorem from [Sk92] can be used to show the (γ ∗ , γ ∗ )-computability of
certain least ﬁxed points.
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DEGREES OF RANDOMIZED COMPUTABILITY
RUPERT HÖLZL AND CHRISTOPHER P. PORTER

In this survey we discuss work of Levin and V’yugin on collections of sequences
that are non-negligible in the sense that they can be computed by a probabilistic
algorithm with high probability. More precisely, Levin and V’yugin introduced
an ordering on collections of sequences that are closed under Turing equivalence.
Roughly speaking, given two such collections A and B, A is less than B in this
ordering if A \ B is negligible. The degree structure associated with this ordering,
the Levin-V’yugin degrees (or LV-degrees) can be shown to be a Boolean algebra,
and in fact a measure algebra.
We demonstrate the interactions of this work with recent results in computability
theory and algorithmic randomness: First, we recall the deﬁnition of the LevinV’yugin algebra and identify connections between its properties and classical properties from computability theory. In particular, we apply results on the interactions
between notions of randomness and Turing reducibility to establish new facts about
speciﬁc LV-degrees, such as the LV-degree of the collection of 1-generic sequences,
that of the collection of sequences of hyperimmune degree, and those collections
corresponding to various notions of eﬀective randomness. Next, we provide a detailed explanation of a complex technique developed by V’yugin that allows the
construction of semi-measures into which computability-theoretic properties can
be encoded. We provide examples of the uses of this technique by explicating and
extending V’yugin’s results about the LV-degrees of the collection of Martin-Löf
random sequences and the collection of sequences of DNC degree, as well as results
concerning atoms of the LV-degrees.
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Widely-used separation techniques for Weihrauch degrees are inherited from reverse mathematics (constructing ω-models) or descriptive set theory (using e.g. Σ0n -completeness). These
techniques are insuﬃcient to distinguish products of Weihrauch degrees. Some basic questions
of this type can be resolved using cardinality arguments. Other suitable techniques include
Hertling’s level [5], the displacement lemma from [2], the small diameter lemma from [7] and
the notion of ﬁnitely tolerance from [4]. While these techniques are easy to use in cases where
they apply, they apply only to very speciﬁc situations.
Here we describe a template of how to use Kleene’s recursion theorem to prove separations
between Weihrauch degrees. This template takes some eﬀort to instantiate, but is quite suitable
to distinguish both parallel and sequential products. We had already employed the technique in
[6] to show that AoUC[0,1] AoUC[0,1] W AoUCk[0,1] , albeit without making the template explicit.
To formulate it, we use M(X, Y) to denote the space of strongly continuous multifunctions from
X to Y (see [3] for discussion).
Theorem 1. Let X have a total precomplete representation. Let f : X ⇒ Y and g : U ⇒ V
be such that there exists a computable e : U × M(V, Y) ⇒ X such that if x ∈ e(u, k) and
v ∈ g(u), then k(v)  f (x). Then
f W g
Proof. Assume that f ≤W g via computable H, K. Let computable E be a realizer of e.
Let (φn :⊆ N → N)n∈N be a standard enumeration of the partial computable functions. By
assumption, we can consider each φn to denote some element in X. Let λ be a computable
function such that φλ(n) = E(H(φn ), (v → K(φn , v))). By Kleene’s ﬁxed point theorem, there
is some n0 with φn0 = φλ(n0 ) . Inputting φn0 to f fails the assumed reduction witnesses.
The strength of the theorem lies in the fact that it allows us to prove the non-existence of
a reduction by constructing a particular computable function. It thus converts the typically
diﬃcult task of proving a negative to the easier task of proving a positive.
As an application, we will compare convex choice with products of the degree Sort : {0, 1}N →
{0, 1}N . The latter was deﬁned in [8] via Sort(p) = 0n 1ω if p contains exactly n 0s, and Sort(p) =
0ω if p contains inﬁnitely many 0s. Convex choice XCn :⊆ A([0, 1]n ) ⇒ [0, 1]n takes a convex
closed set as input, and returns some point in it. It was studied in [7].
Theorem 2. C2 × XCn1 W Sortn .
In contrast, we can also show the following generalization of a result from [1]:
Theorem 3. XCn ≤W Sortn
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In recent years, the study of Weihrauch degrees has grown to a vibrant subﬁeld. We point
to [3] for a survey, and turn our attention towards the origins of this development. These are
found in two technical reports by Weihrauch, [6] and [7] in which he introduced a precursor of
Weihrauch reducibility. In [7] the problems studied were of a combinatorial nature and inspired
by Brouwerian counterexamples. The usefulness of these problems (LPOn and LLPOn a.k.a.
C{0,...,n−1} ) has been demonstrated by their appearance in many subsequent works over the
years.
The focus of [6] on the other hand was on problems of direct interest: The translations
between various representations of real numbers. The translations between the Cauchy reals,
the upper reals and the lower reals are highly relevant e.g. in computable measure theory. It has
thus entered the standard canon that all non-trivial translations between these representations
are equivalent to lim.
On the other hand, digit-based representations mostly appear as a bad example in introductions to computable analysis, and are forgotten afterwards. We shall thus revisit the results
about the degrees of the translations between them (for various bases) and to them from [6],
and place them into the context of the subsequent work. We will see that the relevant degrees
have reappeared in the literature, too.
The digit-based representations are special cases of the weak separation representations.
We will also consider the strong cut representations (which generalize the repeated fraction
representation). Both types of representations are parameterized with a dense sequence. In the
following, let Q, P ⊆ R be dense subsets with enumerations ν : N → Q and μ : N → P . We will
assume that ν and μ are computable. Of course, all our considerations relativize.
ws induced by Q satisﬁes δ (p) = x iﬀ
Deﬁnition 1. The weak separation representation δQ
Q
x < ν(n) ⇒ p(n) = 0 and ν(n) < x ⇒ p(n) = 1.

Recall from [4] that C ≤2 denotes the problem of ﬁnding a path through a binary tree with
two vertices per level (and thus either one or two inﬁnite paths).
Theorem 2. The following are equivalent:
1. C

≤2

ws )
2. id : R → (R, δQ
ws ), provided that Q \ P contains a dense c.e. set
3. id : (R, δPws ) → (R, δQ
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It was shown in [4] that C ≤2 <W C ≤2 × C ≤2 (in fact, that taking more and more products produces an inﬁnite ascending chain). Thus, converting more reals from the standard
representation into the decimal reals is strictly harder than converting fewer. Since trivially
C ≤2 ≤W C{0,1}N , we ﬁnd that C ≤2 is low by the uniform low basis theorem from [1]. This
implies e.g. that limit computability w.r.t. the decimal representation as input already implies
limit computability w.r.t. the standard representation.
If we ask for a weak separation representation on the output side, the situation is diﬀerent.
Note that all principles in Theorem 2 are cylinders, and that we are thus dealing with a strong
Weihrauch degree. By using the jump introduced in [2] (recall that the jump R of R is just the
naive Cauchy representation), we thus obtain:


ws )
Corollary 3. lim <W C ≤2  lim ≡W id : R → (R, δQ
Conversely, if we start with the lower or upper reals, no extra diﬃculty appears:
Proposition 4. Let ν be such that ν(n) < q is decidable for n ∈ N, q ∈ Q. Then:

ws
lim ≡W id : R< → (R, δQ
) ≡W (id : R< → R)
We can also say a few things about comparing diﬀerent weak separation representations in
case Q \ P is not dense. Note that if Q \ P is empty, the translation is trivially continuous.


ws ) .
Proposition 5. If Q \ P is non-empty, then C2 ≤W id : (R, δPws ) → (R, δQ
Proposition 6. If Q \ P has Cantor-Bendixson rank at most n, then relative to some oracle:


ws
) ≤W C2n+1
id : (R, δPws ) → (R, δQ

The other type of representations of the reals we consider are the strong cut representations.
Here, rather than considering enumerations of Dedekind cuts as just to obtain the lower reals,
the upper reals or the Euclidean reals, the cuts are given as decidable sets here. Given some
enumeration ν : N → Q of a dense countable set, we let ρsc
Q denote the strong cut representation.
is
equivalent
to
the
continued
fraction
representation.
If Q = Q, then ρsc
Q
N
Our benchmark principle here is Sort : {0, 1} → {0, 1}N as introduced in [5]. This is deﬁned
by Sort(p) = 0ω if p contains inﬁnitely many 0s, and Sort(p) = 0n 1ω if p contains exactly n 0s.
Theorem 7. The following are equivalent:
1. Sort
2. id : R → (R, ρsc
Q)
ws ) → (R, ρsc )
3. id : (R, δQ
Q

4. id : (R, δPws ) → (R, ρsc
Q ), provided that Q \ P contains a dense c.e. set
Again, since we know e.g. that Sort <W Sort×Sort from [5], we can conclude that translating
multiple numbers into the continued fraction representation is strictly harder than doing so for
a single number.

A. Pauly
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